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This dissertation studies the general considerations 
related to the design of on/off radio remote control 
systems for specific use in gold mines.
More and more mechanisation and automation is being 
introduced into industry, with the mining industry being 
no exception. Some form of remote control equipment is 
generally required where these changes are tat ing place. 
As a result the Chamber of Mines Research Organisation 
has been investigating the design of radio remote con- 
trol systems for use underground.
Factors such as the control requirements and the environ­
ment affect the specification of the system so these are 
discussed first. This leads on to the general system 
design considerations. Infra-red, ultrasonic and rad o 
• frequency communication links, being the major possible
alternatives, are compared with each other. A radio 
link is shown to be the most suitable. A comparison o 
analogue and digital encoding techniques leads to the 
use of the analogue tone encoding. After consideration 
of various modulation techniques, frequency modulation
was chosen.
Aspects such as temperatun stability, noise immunity 
and ruggedness are extremely important as they affect 
the reliability of the system, as well as influencing 
fail-safe operation.
A two channel Monorail Conveyor Control System and . 
Multi-channel Impact Ripper Control System highligut 
the practical portion of the work. Both systems provi­
ded solutions which fulfil the requirements laid down, 
proving that radio remote control can successfully be 
applied underground.
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P R E F A C E
in an effort to introduce more and more mechanisation 
and automation in mining, as well as increasing produc- 
-ivity and profitability, the Chamber of Mines Research 
Laboratories have been actively investigating all aspect- 
related to this effort.
Remote control of machinery and processes was one area 
chosen. A number of possible applications were chosen 
to provide a test bed for the application of remote -oc­
troi, and this dissertation concentrates on the researc:. 
and experimentation related to these applications.
This work does not attempt to cover every aspect in 
detail, but focusses on the major design areas as we - 
as nractical problem areas. The objective of the research 
work (to prove that remote control can be applied succes. 
fully underground) is fulfilled and the work provides t..e 
foundation for further research into the subject.
I am indebted to my colleagues at the Chamber of Mines 
Research Laboratories for many fruitful informal discus­
sions on the subject. In particular I am grateful or 
the assistance given to me by M. Higginson, B . J . D .  van 
der westhuisen, R.M.E. van der Walt, J.M. Boboli,
Neethling and B . Bowles.
Howard V. Robs .n 
March 198 2-.
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BACKbkCUND_TO_THE_PROBLEM
n every industry there is a constant need to strive for 
.ncreased productivity and reduced costs. At the same 
•ime, increased safety and improved working conditions 
ire vecv important. As a result, the mining industry, 
in common with other industries, is introducing more and 
note mechanisation and automation in order to provide 
solutions which fulfil the above requirements. As these 
changes take place, an increasing need for some form of 
remote control arises. Apart from these applications 
generated bv new equipment, many existing situations 
could reap benefits from the application of remote signa­
ling or control systems. There is therefore vast scope 
for the introduction of remote control in mining, ana 
the success of the venture depends on a thorough under­
standing of the problems involved with the application 
of electronics underground. It is therefore necessary 
to conduct some research into the application of radio 
remote control to a number of systems in order to g a m  
the required experience.
1.1. Statement of Problem
The Mining Technology Laboratory of the Chamber of Mines 
Research Organisation is conducting research into new 
mechanical mining methods and mechanical systems to 
ruppert the mining operation.
Rock cutters and impact rippers are two of the mining 
machines which are being developed to investigate mecha- 
nical methods of mining in gold mines. These machines 
are being tested in an experimental stope together with 
other mechanised systems such as monorail conveyors and 
eh .k■ >r ronv- 'Vors .
/1.2.
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vo ensure that; th- oei stl- •• 'L
the new machines, sow,.-, means oi eEi ■ctively con rc. m g  
them is required. In the cases mentioned above, a- 
that is required is to switch a machine on or cE£, 
operate an electric motor in a forward or reverse direc­
tion or control a number of electrically operated hy­
draulic valves (on/off type) controlling the various 
movements of a machine. This might appear to be ? 
trivial problem, but in many cases, the machine 1= 
situated remotely or in an inaccessible place, 
distance between the ope, tor and the machi, a can be as 
little as 10 m or as much as 300 m, and- the mac' ines 
are usually hydraulic/electric or pure'y electrical. 
Clearly the most straightforward approach would be to 
utilise cables, and this is the case with all the 
machinery mentioned. In most cases hcwever, cable 
systems have proved ve.y unreliable and unsuitable for
a number of reasons.
1 Cables are difficult to install and maintain.
2) Cables often suffer damage due to movement oi rock, 
h) Leng hs of cable are often stolen.
,j\ where heavy duty cables are used to minimise chances
o breakage and stealing, cabling costs are high.
;) Cables -strict the movement of the operator.
, Vfhan the machine position must be changed, cabling
lias,' to be moved.
n in the stope cables cannot be tied up as the stope
is always advancing. Loose cables -asily tangle
around props, and are difficult to handle.
On, common technique, used in place of cables, involves
two operators, one at the machine and one at the remote 
point from which control must be effected. The remote 
operator t h e n  ‘signals to the machine operator -.n some 
way (usually shouting). This is c early not satisfac­
tory as misunderstanding often arises, sometimes causing
damage to the machine or injury to a person.
Where the operator is fairly near the machine (e.g. 10 
to 20 m) he often has to scramble back to the machine 
to operate it himself. This is inconvenient and time 
consuming and can result in damage to a machine where 
it cannot be switched off quickly enough when a malfunc-
tion occurs.
Clearly, the use of cables or either of the above-
mentioned t e c h n i q u e s  are unsuitable, and some alternative 
means of controlling the remote machine is required. 
"cableless" remote control system has many advantages
1) It is easy to install since there are no cables 
involved - only a receiver to be installed or, or 
near the machine (the transmitter is usually port­
able and self-contained).
2) Since there are no cables there is less likelihood 
of failure (providing the remote control system
is not unreliable).
3) There are no cables to restrict the movement of tr.e
operator.
4 ) Since the receiver is generally mounted on the 
machine a- J the transmitter is usually portable, u 
is far easier to move the machine when that becomes 
necessary (no cables to re-route or change).
5) If the system is modular and has a "plug-in" connec 
tion to the machine, no maintenance is needed under 
ground since the system can be replaced with a spar
system.
There are of course disadvantages:-
V .
1) The remote control system must be extremely rugged 
and be able to withstand the rough environment, 
thus making the design of the system complicated.
2) Maintenance of the system requires the skills of an 
electronics technician (there is usually a shortage
of technicians on a mine).
3) The "cableless" remote control system is usually 
more expensive than a cable system. However, when 
costs and frequency of repairs are taken into account, 
the difference in cost may not be so great.
The many advantages to be gained by th, application of 
“cableless" remote control definitely justify the design 
of systems to be used on some of the machines mentioned 
earlier. These prototype systems will servo as a researc.. 
tool to help ascertain the feasibility of applying remote 
control in general applications. They will also proviue 
the opportunity to investigate ways of eliminating or 
minimising the disadvantages just discussed.
1.2. Ppview m : Literature
Remote control is already being successfully applied in 
many other sectors of industry (other than mining!. One 
of the areas where remote control has been applied tor 
a number of years is in materials handling, particularly 
on cranes. The use of radio control systems has realized
the following advantages
1) increased productivity since the operators can con­
trol the crane from the floor and can therefore per 
form other tasks such as hooking and unhooking the 
load. Previously two other personnel were required
the "hooker" and the "signalman" .
2) Downtime is reduced" since the operator can position 
himself sr as to clearly see the operation thus 
avoiding confusion and accidents which could occur
without radio control.
3) Greater safety is prov.ed since the operator 
mobile and can choose the best vantage point .
4) There is a definite increase in reliability since
there is "no physical connection between the control 
console and the equipment being controlled . ^nen 
cables are used there is a greater chance of a fai- 
lure due to damage of the cable.
Besides applications in materials handling, radio remote 
control has been used in many other applications, usual v 
with similar advantages to those mentioned above. Radio 
remote control was introduced to control locomotives 
handling crude ore and waste rock in an iron ore pit
mine ^ .
Radio remote control is often used where the equipment to 
be controlled is remote and inaccessible. An example 
was the remote switching of an inaccessible substation
in the mountains .
Radio remote control has also beer used to carry out 
secondary network switching', capacitor switching (for 
power factor correction) and load management' in elec- 
tricity distribution systems.
Another interesting application area is that of remotely 
manned systems. Remotely controlled fire-fighting robots, 
remotely guided missiles and remotely controlled manipu­
lators used in radio-active environments are but a few 
of the potential applications10. Remote control could 
be used for buses in metropolitan areas, interplant 
transportation and in industrial areas. A typical in­
dustrial application would be in miner, and quarries.
The major advantages of non-driver controlled vehicles 
lie not only in automation, but also in incr used length 
„f -orvlce and greater operational reliability.
Radio remote control ha. also been used in many mining 
applications. The most common application is in the 
control of continuous miners used for coal mining. Here 
remote control provides definite advantages.
1) safety is increased since the operator can remain 
under a supported roof whilst advancing the conti­
nuous miner into the unsupported area. The operator 
is also subject to less danger because he is located 
away from the machine
2) Better visibility of the whole operation can be ob­
tained since the operator can view the whole face .
3) Bad roof conditions often force abandonment of 
mining in an area before all the coal has been ex-^ 
tracted. Remote control allows mining to continue
4) Productivity is increased by 10 - 15> because of 
higher utilisation of the continuous miner
Cable hauled monorails have also been controlled by 
remote control1"'16 in French and Be'gian coal mines. 
These systems bring about increased safety, manpower 
savings, improved transport and greater flexibility ot
use.
Rock shearers anrt loader trucks1 ' have also been 
trolled remotely. In both these cases, the main 
for using remote control was to improve safetv . 
shearers are operated in a dangerous environment 
loader trucks must also be taken into dangerous areas 
sometimes (when entering i dangerous area the driver 
gets out and then controls the truck remotely).
con-
reason
The
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Mine locomotives'have also been controlled by radio 
remotely17. Another application with regard to trams 
involves signalling along the train, or f.-o 
train to co-ordinate movements. Work has been^done on 
the radio propagation aspects of the problem.
Judging from the literature the most popular encoding 
technique is tone encoding, normally with a sequence o
19,20,21,22,9,7,1. In most cases, the sequence
tones,
consists of a minimum of 3 tones. Some of the system 
utilise 3 tones to select a channel with one or two 
extra tones which must be present as well (common to a 
system) thus giving the capability for a number of sys-
terns.
Digital techniques are o us. i for encoding. Pulse 
Code Modulation is the . . popular technique . With
this technique, securi 1 or transmission is often en­
hanced by the use of a parity bit and duplicate trans­
missions. Pulse Position Modulation is also used, par­
ticularly in hobbyist circles. It has however also been 
used underground15. Pulse Width Modulation could also 
be used,however it does not seem popular.
Where Pulse Code Modulation is used, some means oE rer- 
resenting tne data in a serial bit stream must be used. 
Two techniques enjoying popularity are the following:-
1) Manchester Phase Encoding - specialised integrated
circuits are vailable which use this technique (e.g 
Supertax Inc. EDS, ED 0, ED 11 and ED 15).
2)
Pulse Width Encoding - here the width of the pulse
differentiates between a "1" and A specia­
lized encoder/decoder from National Semiconductor 
(MM 53 200) utilises this technique.
The almost universally used me delation technique (in^t e 
references given so far) is Frequency Modulation (F.M.)
The biggest advantage of this technique is its noise 
immunity. Carrier frequencies vary from medium frequen­
c i e s  (MF) right up to ultra high frequencies (UHF)
There seems to be no particular preference except for 
the fact that MF transmissions couple particularly well 
into cables and pipes, and are also not significantly 
affected by the dimensions of the areas underground.
It is frequently stated (once again within the references 
cited so far) that reliability, noise immunity and ruggeo- 
ness are all extremely important factors. Also not to 
be neglected are effects such as intermodulation and croa--
modular ion.
Thus it can be seen that the applications of radio remote 
control in mining are many and varied. In all cases, a 
number of benefits accrue from the use of radio remote 
control. Many decisions have to be made regarding the 
design of remote control systems and these nave to oe 
made in the light of the requirements of the application, 
as well as the conditions under which the system will 
c aerate. In order to design successful systems, a certa-. 
amount of experience is required with the application ol 
remote control underground.
1.3. Review of this Dissertation
In order to gain the required experience a number ot 
practical applications, which required remote control, 
were chosen. A modular remote control system has n,en deve­
loped which has been applied in a number of different 
situations.' The considerations involved in the design 
of the system, together with aspects of reliability, 
ruggedness and fail-safe operation, are given detailed 
coverage. A discussion of two case studies shows the
■
practical application of the nysterns designed. A dis­
cussion highlights specific points of interest ana in 
conclusion, suggestions are made as to how future sys­
tems should be designed, in the light of the practical
experience gained.
FACTORS ,A_FFECIlNLIHLSP£Cl£i£AL10NS FOR THE SYSIEH
lefore a remote control system can be designed, the 
system specifications must be clearly laid down an 
inderstood, Vari< ,s factors play a part in influencing 
:he specifications for the system, and these factors
nust be considered:-
2.1. Environmental Parameter^
When not clearly understood the environment could prove 
the biggest stumbling block to the successful applica­
tion of electronics of any form underground.
One very stringent requirement to be met is that the 
eouipment should operate continuously in an environment 
where the relative humidity can be as high as 100, or 
where there can even be direct water spray onto surfaces 
where equipment is mounted. Clearly in these areas 
equipment enclosures should be sealed, and preferably 
waterproof. The fact that makes this sealing more 
difficult is that equipment is closed on surface an 
fen taken underground where the pressure is higher, 
thus causing a differential pressure which causes lea,- 
age into the box. Corrosion is another big problem 
since the water, and even the humid air is highly cor-
>s ive.
e ambient temperature is also elevated and is usually 
the range of 30°C to 35°C, however in certain poorly
. i i v rxn nrt *10 C .
This fact, coupled with the necessity to seal the equip­
ment enclosure, means that power dissipation in equip­
ment must be kept to a minimum. It can thus be said 
that the components themselves should operate in the 
temperature range of 25°C to 70°C (upper limit is that 
of most commercial grade components) with 50 L being a 
more practical and likely upper limit. Circuitry must 
be designed and set up bearing this in mind.
Where equipment is to be mounted on a machine, it should 
clearly withstand vibration. In such cases the vibra­
tion level on the machine will have to be measured, an 
the equipment tested under similar conditions in order 
to ensure its suitability.
Transients and noise are often present on the electrical 
supply. This is due to the fact that much heavy equip­
ment is operated off the same electrical supply. There 
are also sources of radio frequency interference, such 
as other radio systems operating in the medium frequency 
range, and other sources such as thyristor controllers 
and neon lights. The system should not only be immune 
to these noise sources but should be able to operate in 
an environment wheie they are present.
Finally, the equipment should withstand very rough 
handling and should be immune to dust and grit, particu­
larly ouartzite dust which is highly abrasive.
2.2. Control Specification:.
These specifications relate to the operating require- 
ments of a iemote control system, and the general de­
tails are discussed here. Specific areas are expanded 
on in later charters.
Any battery operated equipment must operate for a full 
shift of eight hours. A suitable battery voltage must 
be chosen. This is a difficult decision in that on the 
one hand the voltage must be kept as low as possible to 
keep the battery pack small. On the other hand, some 
integrated circuits do not function correctly below ^  
certain voltage. The XE 2206 is a case in point - it s 
operation is only specified for a supply voltage 
10 < V < 2 6  (see appendix 2 for data). 12 V is there­
fore a'good compromise as it is a so a very popular 
battery voltage, with standard battery packs always being 
available with a 12V supply voltage.
The remote control system should be fail safe, and there 
should be no possibility of. injury to personnel or damage
to machinery.
As a result of the difficulty of repairing equipment, 
together with the fact that mining production must be 
maintained, equipment should be designed to be extremely 
reliable. The design should also be modular with both 
the boards and the system itself being of a plug in type. 
This facilitates easy repair and replacement.
The electronic circuitry should be stable and should not 
require re-adjustment over long periods of service.
in general, the system should operate over a range of 
up to 300 m (approximate maximum), and the receiver 
should have a wide dynamic range since in some cases the 
transmitter and receiver are within 2m  of each other.
E l e c t r i c a l  .cables and pipes are present in many areas
so if medium frequency radi - propagation is chosen (see
chapter 3) they may assist the propagation of the signal
This is due to coupling of the signal into the cables 
24
and pipes.
Two different requirements arise as far as the
: : : : : : : :  r r  : r :  ;:::r
or reverse direction, two channels are require.. -• ®
other requirement is for a multi-channel system. Ihis 
would control a machine such as an Impact Ripper, which 
requires 13 on or off channels. It is not possih e to
feel that it probably wouldn't be more than 20. .here 
are also machines, such as an experimental rock loader, 
which require proportional control of some function, 
whilst the other functions would only require an on or 
off channel (this is mentioned here for complete-ess 
however when the systems discussed in chapters 5 and 
were designed, this requirement did not exist).
Although the requirement is for a maximum of 20 channels, 
it is oractical to assume that only three channels would 
be required to operate simultaneously. The operation o 
the machine is such that it is only logical to operate 
one or two movement functions simultaneously. o pro 
vide for fail-safe operation one channel may be require 
to operate continuously. This channel might either 
maintain the machine in a running condition (see chapter
6) or enable control of 'he other channels only when it
is operated.
Pinallt the response time must be specified. For two 
channel systems a fairly arbitrary limit of 500 ms can 
be set on the response time. If the response time was 
longer (e.g. 1 sec) the operator would possibly be di, 
curbed by the delay in response. Other than this, t ere 
is no reason why the response time need be < 500 ms
since a machine is only being switched on or oft or a 
motor operated in a forward or reverse direction, 
the case of the multi-channel Impact Ripper system t e
esponse ' line requirement could not be decided without 
tests on the machine. A response time of 100 ms was
found to be adequate (see Chapter 6).
This has net been an exhaustive general study of all the
tspects affecting the specifications for a radio remote
control system to be used underground. It has concen- 
rated on aspects related to the systems discussed in
ispters 5 and 6 and has also very briefly covered
spects which are considered in mor detai] in the
: :i l/'-vine ' .' t.r .
C H A P T E R  3
GENERAL SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
In designing a system which must provide solutions to 
a number of different but related problems, it is abso­
lutely essential to adopt a top down approach to the 
design of the system. In this way, the design goals art- 
kept clearly in mind whilst working at the block diagram 
level, thus ensuring that boundaries between different 
blocks are defined in such a way that optimum modular it.
is achieved.
3.1. Definition o f _the Block Diagram
A remote control system is any system where the control 
inputs and actuating outputs are separated (i.e. remote). 
Figure 3.1. clarifies the concept.
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Figure 3.1.
In the simplest of cases, a multi-core cable might 
provide the "remote link" for a remote control system. 
Building on this concept, some form of encoding and co­
coding could be provided which would then reduce the 
"remote link" to a pair of wires. Such a system will 
be referred to as a "type 1" system, and it is shown 
in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2.
In order to eliminate the pair of wires, the encoded 
signal must be modulated on a carrier signal of some 
form or other, thus providing a "type 2" system as 
shown in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3.
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The link is now referred to as a communication link since 
there is no physical connection.
Another factor which is inevitably part of any control 
system is feedback. In many remote control systems where 
a human operator is involved, the only feedback path is 
provided by the human. In the simplest form tne human 
senses (sight, hearing and touch) provide the feedback.
In this case the system would not change from those pre­
viously discuss ad. However, in a number of cases it may 
be desirable to convey information back to the point from 
which control is being carried out. This may be necessary 
if the distance or conditions prohibit "human feedback 
or the parameters to be monitored cannot be observed.
In type 1 remote control, this would mean one of two
things:-
1) The feedback is provided by a totally independent
similar system operating in the reverse direction.
2) The same link would be used in both directions thus
necessitating synchronization between ends.
These two cases are shown in figure 3.4.
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Where feedback is required in a type 2 system we would 
also have the same two alternatives as before, as shown 
in figure 3.5.
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In both type 3 and type 4 systems the actual "closing 
of the loop" has not been shown however this would be 
done either by a human or by the system itself.
The rather painstaking way in which we have developed 
the various types of systems has served one important 
purpose - it has helped to show how the system should 
be sub-divided into modules to ensure maximum flexibility 
independent of the type of system required.
It is thus clear from the preceding discussion that the 
design of remote control systems revolves around three
main areas.
1) Encoding and Decoding of Information
An encoding technique must be chosen to provide the nece­
ssary security, noise immunity and compatibility with the 
desired response time and number of channels. The corre­
sponding decoding technique must operate within the 
expected signal to noise ratios, provide the required 
security and "fai1-safety" and operate within the desired
response time.
2) Modulation ^nd Demodulation of the Carrier Signal
The type of modulation must be chosen to provide the re­
quired performance in the presence of noise, operation 
within the desired bandwidth and compatibility with the 
encoding and decoding techniques. The demodulation of 
the signal should fulfil the same requirements.
3) Type of Communication Link
A suitable communication method must be chosen which will 
operate within^the environment underground, as well as 
over the r a n g e ' required. The appropriate carrier frequency 
will also have to be chosen.
F I
The type of communication link will be considered first, 
since the decision here may influence the considerations
in the other two areas.
3.2. Type of Communication Link
Since cables are not desirable the control must be carried 
out via either radio waves, ultrasonic waves or infra-red
waves.
Ultrasound 25'26is a fairly attractive technique where 
control is required over a range of up to 20 m. Beyond 
this range, higher power transducers are needed.
Also, in many mining situations where remote control is 
used, line of sight is restricted to approximately 20 m 
(particularly in the stope). A number of oenefits can 
accrue from its use.
1) cheap low power ultrasonic transducers are readily 
available.
2) Large scale integrated circuits are available which 
directly drive these transducers, and are designed 
for multi-channel remote control applications.
3) The use of ultrasound does not use up any portion of 
the electromagnetic spectrum. This usable portion 
of the electromagnetic spectrum is at a premium, 
especially in the medium frequency region where opti­
mum propagation through rock can be obtained.
4) No licenses are needed to operate ultrasonic equip­
ment.
There are of course disadvantages:-
1) Ultrasonic interference could be caused by various 
pieces of 'machinery operating underground. Particu­
larly impulsive noises could be troublesome.
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2) Over ranges of more than 20 m, higher power trans­
ducers would have to be used and the effects on 
personnel are not entirely known.
3; over longer ranges, propagation would become direc­
tional and reflections off walls could not be relied
on.
Detailed information about all the above disadvantages is 
not available and an extensive series of measurements 
would have to be carried out to prove or disprove the 
abovementioned disadvantages.
Infra-red 27 light waves are attractive for the same 
reasons as ultrasound. The main disadvantages are listed
below.
1) Infra-red energy is radiated by all bodies whose 
temperature is above absolute zero. Since virgin 
rock temperatures are high in deep gold mines (around 
50°C to 60°C) a fair amount of infra-red radiation 
could occur and tests would have to be carriea out tc 
ascertain the levels of radiation, and hence the 
expected propagation range.
2) Over longer ranges than 20 m, one could not rel> on 
direct line of sight and it is not known how much 
reflection of light off the rough, dark surfaces in 
a mine could be relied on. Tests would have to be 
done to ascertain this.
3) Infra-red detectors which are resonant have not been 
constructed and hence the detector responds to all 
infra-red frequencies, thus making it difficult to 
have diffe ent systems working on different infra­
red frequencies.
4) water vapour and carbon dioxide are strongly absor­
bing to infra-red and since the hum’dity is close to 
lOO?) in many situations underground, this could pose 
a serious problem.
At the Chamber of Mines Research Laboratories extensive
research has been carried out in the field of under­
ground voice communication systems. This then makes the
choice of a radio communication link a good decision.
There are in addition other advantages offered by a radio
link:-
1) Propagation can be achieved over ranges exceeding
, 24
1 km underground
2) Integrated circuits are available which ease the 
whole design from the radio frequency stages through 
to the encoding and decoding circuit.'/.
3) Where propagation through rock ‘4 , or over long ranges, 
is not needed, medium J.equencies (100 kHz to i MHz) 
need not be used, thus conserving this part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum for systems requiring “through 
rock propagation."
4) More is known about the performance of radio receivers 
in the presence of the noise found underground.
5) Radio design research work has been done by the Chamber 
of Mines Research Laboratories, and some of this work 
is adaptable to the requirements of remote control 
systems.
6) Where medium frequencies are used, there is very little 
directionality and no dependence on the surfaces of 
walls and hangings. Since the wavelengths are in ex­
cess of 300 m which is orders or magnitude larger than 
the dimensions of the areas underground.
7) Medium frequencies couple well into cables thus exten­
ding the range of p r o p a g a t i o n ^considerably over that 
where not cables are present
There are alro disadvantages to the use of a radio 
1 i n k: -
1) Part of the electromagnetic spectrum is occupied, 
and this usage must be carefully controlled at 
medium frequencies where voice communication systems 
are already in use.
2) The choise of antenna can pose a problem, particularly 
at medium frequencies where small antennas are very 
inefficient.
The final deciding factor in choosing a radio communica­
tion link for initial remote control systems was the need 
to provide the first system within a year. A choice of 
infra-red or ultrasonic would have required an unknown 
amount of initial research work as these techniques had 
not been used by the Chamber of Mines Research Labora­
tories. References to the use of infra-red or ultra­
sonic in similar situations were not available, also, 
since a modular design approach is to be adopted, a 
chance to a different "link" (infra-red, ultrasonic or 
cable) at a later stage would involve a minimum of extra 
design work.
3.3. Encoding and Decoding of Information
As mentioned earlier there are a number of important 
points to be borne in mind when choosing encoding and 
decoding techniques. The techniques used should provide 
the necessary security and noise immunity. They should 
also provide operation within the desired response time, 
as well as providing for the maximum number of channels. 
Another desirable, but not essential, requirement is 
that a number of different and independent systems should 
be able to operate on the same carrier frequency. This 
would be particularly important in the future where a 
a large number of independent remote control systems
might operate in a particular area, an' where it might 
not be suitable to use different carrier frequencies 
(since, as mentioned earlier, there is a need to use 
the medium frequencies sparingly).
Certain overall design limits an be laid down in terms 
of the system specifications given in Chapter 2.
Battery operation of a hand-held transmitter for an eigh*.- 
hour shift will definitely pose restrictions on the design 
of the system, so this aspect must be analysed now. For 
a hand-hald set, the largest capacity batteries that can 
be used have a 500 mA Hr capacity (pen-light size 
Nickel Cadmium type).
Thus, the total amount of power available isi-
Battery Capacity Supply Voltage
• t - Length of Shift ' 1
* 500 x 10 3 . y 11 rn 0,750 W
3 1
Assuming that all circuitry apart from the power output 
stage consumes 10 mA continuously (it this is not achiev­
able in practice these calculations will have to be re­
peated) . The power thus dissipated is:-
= 12 x 10 x 10‘ 3 = 0,120 W
Therefore, the power available for the power output stage
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Thus we have the situation, shown in Figure 3.6.
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The same duty cycle applies, whatever the response time 
requirement. Thus for a response time c * 300 ms ic
the multi-channel system discussed in chap* :: ' :'
T_ = 0,315 x (300 x 10” 7)
= 95 m S
It is therefore clear that any encoding/decoding of control 
information must be done in 159 ms for the two channel 
system and in 95 ms for the multichannel system.
The ability of the encoding/decoding technique to reject 
noise or operate with ^ poor s i g n a l - to-noise ratio (SNR) 
is an important factor to be borne in mind, when choosing 
the technique. A technique which operates with eithei 
a zero or negative SNR is desirable if possible.
Lastly, the encoding/decoding technique hould be stable 
enough so as to require no re-adjustment ifte, commissioning
of the system.
With these factors in mind, the two major techniques 
for encoding/decoding of information can be considered 
and their relative merits discussed.
3.3.1. Analogue Techniques
The most common analogue technique involves the use or 
tone encoding with a combination ef tones or a sequence 
o' tones. To encode with a combination of tones is 
clearly simpler since all that is required is a number 
of tone oscillators and a mixer, however, the information 
about which channel (or function) is to be operated is 
only carried via the actual frequencies of the tones. By 
judicious choice of the combinations of tones (e.g. non- 
harmonically related), the likelihood of spurious opera- 
tion can be kept very low. Although sequential tone 
encoding is slightly more complex, since the tones must 
be sequenced, additional information is carried by the 
actual sequence cf tones (over and above that of the 
frequencies of the tones). The likelihood of spurious 
operation is also reduced from that of combinational tone 
encoding, due to the fact that a spurious signal would 
have to provide the correct tone frequencies as well as 
the correct sequence. It is therefore clear that 
sequential tone encoding is the better of the two tech-
niques.
in this context,a spurious signal is any signal otner 
than that produced by the system. Spurious signals can 
be split into two categories:-
1) signals from other similar systems operating in the 
same area.
2) Noise or interference signals.
To counter the first category of spurious signals (when 
using analogue techniques) the important problem areas 
are intermodulation products and harmonics which can be 
generated from the tones used.
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Noise and interference signals are more difficult to 
quantify, however most potential noise sources are well 
known and cognisance can therefore be taken of their 
possible effect.
Both these problem areas will be considered and borne 
in mind when the encoding/decoding techniques are chosen, 
and also in chapter 4 where the importance of safe 
reliable operation is covered in more detail.
The practical aspects of how such a system would be 
implemented are also important since they can effect 
its feasibility. Firstly, single transistor oscillators 
(TWIN-T feedback network) can be buiit where the frequency 
can be changed over an octave range by only varying one 
resistor. This means that resistors can be switched to 
change the tone frequency of a single transistor osci­
llator. These oscillators also produce a reasonably 
high purity sinewave, which means that generation of har­
monics is kept to a minimum. A TWIN-T oscillator is 
shown in figure 3.". 0
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On the decoding side, an integrated circuit phase- 
locked loop tone decoder (567 - see appendix 1 foi 
data) is available which provides high stability ana 
noise immunity. It can even operate with a negative 
signal to noise ratio (-6dB Typical for wideband noise). 
Figure 3.8. shows a typical circuit of a tone decoder 
using the 567. The simplicity of the circuit is evident.
cC
C 2
m
Cl
rn
567 Tone Decoder Circuit 
Figure 3.8.
A sequence of two tones is probably adequate for simple 
systems where only cne or two channels are needed per 
controller. Another advantage of tone encoding is the 
fact that no synchronisation is needed between the trans­
mitter and the receiver. This is important since it means 
that there, is no difficulty with operation of more than 
one system on Che same carrier frequency - different trans 
mitters on the same carrier frequency can transmit diffe­
rent tone sequences asynchronously and all receivers will
3.17.
receive the tones, however each decoder will still 
decode its own tone sequence. Also, in multi-channel 
systems the channels can be time-division multiplexed, 
but there is no need for synchronisation since each 
tone sequence is unique and the information about the 
channel is carried only by the tones and their sequence - 
thus the order of the channels is unimportant. From 
the data sheet in Appendix 1 it can be seen that a 567 
tone decoder requires a maximum of 100 cycles of the 
tone frequency (fo) to operate (when the bandwidth is 
5% of fo). If we limit ourselves to tones in the audio 
range up to 4 kHz we see that worst case response time 
occurs with low frequencies. We can thus determine a 
lower limit by using the transmission time determined 
earlier. For a two channel system (with 500 ms response
time) this is 153 ms.
No. of sequential tones x no. of
f low = cycles/tone  -------------
transmission time
2 x 100 
158 X 10"3
= 1,265 kHz
Thus, for a sequence of two tones we see that frequencies 
in the range of 1,265 kHz to 4 kHz can be used. Where 
faster response times are required, or there is a need to 
operate a number of channels simultaneously, two approaches
can be adopted:-
1) use higher tone frequencies to speed up response time.
2) Use wider bandwidths for tone decoders and hence speed 
up response of tone cacoders .
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The former requires a wider radio frequency bandwidth 
and the latter leads to fewer distinct tone frequen­
cies and lower noise immunity. Thus it would appear 
that in multi-channel applications with a requirement 
for more than three or four channels, the use of these 
tone decoders is not appropriate.
Other techniques (besides phase locked loops) are avail­
able for decoding of tones. One which offers faster 
response times, works on a period sampling technique 
averaged over a number of samples. The period samp­
ling technique yields very sharp channel definition, 
coupled with exceptionally high rejection of outband 
noise. It does however mean that although it is almost 
impossible for adjacent channel signals, harmon.es and 
noise to cause a false output response, the mixing of 
two or more frequencies can inhibit decoding of the 
tones. For this reason simultaneous transmission of 
different code groups over a common communication 
channel (i.e. operation of more than one system on the 
same radio frequency) should be avoided. This coula be 
a problem where there is congestion of the electromag­
netic spectrum due to many systems being in use. in 
areas where electrical and electromagnetic noise is 
prevalent the inability of the zero-crossing detection 
circuitry to discriminate between the signal and noise 
may result in inconsistent operation as it will not be 
able to decode the transmitted tone sequences. However, 
whilst these limitations may appear significant, they can 
be overcome by careful design.
An integrated circuit (Consumer Microcircuits FX 207) 
is available which provides tone generation and encoding 
for eight different sequences of three tones whilst a 
companion circuit (FX 307) performs the compatible 
decoding of these eight channels. These circuits offer- 
high stability and are simple to set up and use, whilst
r
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r e s E o n d i n g  far mere rapidly (in a m i n i m u m  of ten cycles) 
than phase-locked loop tone decoders. It is thus clear 
that this technique would have application in multi- 
channnel systems where faster response is desirable.
The simplicity of an 8 channel encoder/decoder is shown
in figure 3.9.
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, a maximum of twenty chan­
nels is realistic. One means of obtaining twenty 
channels with these circuits is to sequence the out­
puts of two of the encoders to provide a sequence of 
six tones. This thus provides for sixty four different 
channels. Bearing in mind the 300 mS response time 
given earlier and the related transmission time of 
95 mS we can once again set a lower limit on the tone 
frequencies which can be used. To provide t.ie re­
quired mark to space rat^o we thus require three chan­
nels to be decoded in 95 mS (i.e. 31,67 ms per channel). 
The lowest usable tone frequency would "thus be (assuming 
six tones and ten cycles per tone) .
, JL_
" T,.
6 x 10 cycles
-HITCTI^----
- 1,j 9 4 z
where T ;#w = period for frequency f,,_
N = no. of cycles.
In ptactice the frequency will be higher than this, due 
to the fact that the tones cannot follow on directly from 
each other and also due to the fact that more than 10 
cycles of each tone are needed to ensure decoding in 
noisy conditions. However, it is still practical since 
these encoders and decoders can operate up to a maximum 
frequency of 7 kHz.
Detailed design analysis and testing of the two analogue
techniques is iven in Chapter 4 and Appendix 1.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a maximum of twenty chan­
nels is realistic. One means of obtaining twenty 
channels with these circuits is to sequence the out­
puts of two of che encoders to provide a sequence of 
six tones. This thus provides for sixty four different 
channels. Bearing in mind the 300 mS response time 
given earlier and the related transmission time of 
95 mS we can once again set a lower limi*- cn the tone 
frequencies which can be used. To provide the re­
quired mark to space ratio we thus r e q u i r e  tnree cr. n- 
nels to be decoded in 95 mS ( i . e . 31,67 mS per channel). 
The lowest usable tone frequency would thus be (assuming 
six tones and ten cycles per tone) .
= 6 x 10 cycles
“ 31,67 mS
= 1,694 kHz
where T = period for frequency flew
N = no. of cycles.
In practice the frequency will be higher than this, due 
to the fact that the tones cannot follow on directly from 
each other and also due to the fact that move than 10
cycles of each tone are needed to ensure decoding in
noisy conditions. However, it is still practical bince 
these encoders and decoders can operate up to a maximum 
frequency of 7 kHz.
Detailed design analysis and testing of the two analogue 
techniques is given in chapter 4 and Appendix 1.
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3.3.2. Digital Techniques
The advantages and disadvantages of digital techniques 
(as opposed to analogue techniques, must be considered 
before an encoding/decoding technique is chosen. All 
digital encoding/decoding techniques require some form 
of synchronisation between the encoder and the decoder 
since the bits of data relating to different channels 
are time multiplexed and transmitted serially. Depen­
ding on the design of the sysi-em, a loss oi synchroni­
sation may result in a number of problems:-
1) Incorrect decoding of information. •
2) Loss of information until the system resynchronises.
Clearly, incorrect decoding of information must be 
avoided and the system must therefore be designed to 
reject information until the system is in synchroni­
sation. Frames (i.e. information blocks between 
synchronisation periods) must therefore be kept short 
and synchronisation must be relict1e . To avoid loss 
of continuity on channels, information from a number 
of successive frames must be combined such that control 
is only lost if more than this successive number of 
frames are out of synchronism. It is technically diffi­
cult to have more than one system on the same carrier 
frequency since mixing of the data from different 
systems will scramble the data and render it useless.
One method of overcoming this problem is by synchroni­
sation of the different systems such that only one 
system transmits at any one time, however this is 
difficult and introduces extra complications into the 
circuitry. As mentioned already, noise immunity and 
security can be improved by combining a number of 
successive frames and only executing control if the 
same information is received a number of times in 
succession.
This of course increases the response time. The other 
alternate .e is to use error detection and correction 
codes, or redundant codes. This technique increases 
the complexity of the system. A clear advantage of 
digital techniques is their flexibility and easy expan­
dability to more complex systems or to include propor­
tional control. Another advantage is their inherent 
stability and simplicity of the setting up procedure.
Where the system only requires on/off control of two 
channels, one at a time, a 2 bit code could be used 
where the following conditions would apply.
00 = both channels off
0 I * channel 1 on
10 = channel 2 on
11 = invalid (or channel 1 and channel 2 both on
where this condition is allowable).
For as long as a particular control was required, the 
transmitter would therefore transmit that code repeti­
tively with the mark to space ratio discussed earlier. 
The simplest way of increasing the reliability of this 
type of code is to introduce redundant bits into the 
code i.e.:
3000 = both channels off
0011 = channel 1 on
1100 = channel 2 on
1111 = invalid (or channel 1 and channel 2 both on
where this condition is allowable).
All other codes = invalid.
As can be seen 'from this example, this technique is 
wasteful in terms of the number of bits required per 
channel, however, it does offer detection of an error 
in either (or both channels).


The reasoning behind RZ and NRZ is seif-cvident from 
the diagrams. Split-phase encoding (sometimes callea 
Manchester phase encoding) is basically NRZ multiplied 
by a clock having a frequency equal to the baud rate.
It can be noted that with split-phase encoding, the 
half bit-cell zero-crossing is in one dir ction for a 
"1" and in the other direction for a "0". In comparing 
these waveforms, it must be noted that RZ and split- 
phase have the advantage that it is easy to extract tne 
transmitter clock in the receiver, thus simplifying bit
other schemes whilst NRZ and RZ have the disadvantage 
that their power spectra are centred about DC and they 
are therefore more difficult to transmit. RZ also has 
the disadvantage that is has less energy per bit than 
the other schemes. It is thus evident that split-phase 
encoding is the superior technique in all respects 
except bandwidth requirement. In cases where a band­
width limitation is not restrictive, split-phase enco­
ding is the technique to use.
Where proportional control must be provided, a number of 
different approaches can be adopted. One alternative is 
to use one of the pulse modulation techniques such as 
pulse amplitude modulation (PAM),pulse duration modula­
tion (PDM),and pulse position modula icn (PPM). These 
are all basically "analogue" pulse modulation schemes.
On the other hand we have the purely digital modulation 
techniques such as pulse-code modul .tion (PCM), diffe­
rential pulse-code modulation (DPCM) nd delta modula­
tion (DM) which have the well known advantage that 
because of the discrete values allowable, where noise is 
smaller than the difference between these discrete levels, 
the noise'can be eliminated. This advantage, coupieu 
with the fact*"that fast, cheap analogue to digital con­
verters (ADC's) are available, makes PCM one of the most 
popular techniques. However, PPM is still very popular 
in hobbyist circles where it is used extensively for
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by a clock having a frequency equal to the baud rate.
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half bit-cell zero-crossing is in one direction for a 
"1" and in the other direction for a "0". In comparing 
these waveforms, it must be noted that RZ and split- 
phase have the advantage that it is easy to extract the 
transmitter clock in the receiver, thus simplifying bit 
synchronisation. NRZ requires half the bandwidth of the 
other schemes whilst NRZ and RZ have the disadvantage 
that their power spectra are centred about DC and they 
are therefore more difficult to transmit. RZ also has 
the disadvantage that is has less energy per bit than 
the other schemes. It is thus evident that split-phase 
encoding is the superior technique in all respects 
except bandwidth requirement. In cases where a band­
width limitation is not restrictive, split-phase enco­
ding is the technique to use.
Where proportional control must be provided, a number of 
different approaches can be adopted. One alternative is 
to use one of the pulse modulation techniques such as 
pulse amplitude modulation (PAM),pulse duration modula­
tion (RDM),and pulse position modulation (PPM). These 
are all basically "analogue" pulse modulation schemes.
On the other hand we have the purely digital modulation 
techniques such as pulse-code modulation (PCM), diffe­
rential pulse-code modulation (DPCM) and delta modula­
tion (DM) which have the well known advantage that 
because of the discrete values allowable, where noise is 
smaller than the difference between these discrete levels, 
the noise*can be eliminated. This advantage, coupled 
with the fact"that fast, cheap analogue to digital con­
verters (ADC's) are available, makes PCM one of the moat 
popular techniques. However, PPM is still very popular 
in hobbyist circles where it is used extensively for
radio control of models. It is beyond the scope of 
this thesis to look at proportional control techniques 
in any more detail than this. As can be seen from this 
brief di cussion, where complexity increasesas in the 
case of i proportional control system a totally analogue 
solution ecomes very unwieldy and a digitally based 
system i. therefore necessary, even if one of the 
analogue ; s- m iulation encoding techniques is used.
3.4. Modulation .mi Demodulation of the Carrier Signal
A modulation technique must be chosen which will enable 
the information to be conveyed within the desired band­
width. This modulation technique must be immune to the 
electrical n ise found underground. The choice of tech­
nique is also de- endent on. whether analogue or digital 
encoding is used. Thus it is clear that all modulation 
techniques shou d be compared since this may influence 
the choice of encoding technique used. A quantitative 
comparison of the modulation technique is given in 
Appendix 4. The major choice is between an amplitude 
modulation (AM) techni rue and a frequency modulation 
(FM) technique. The actual modulation technique depends 
on whether the encoding is digital or analogue.
3.4.1. Advantages of Amplitude Modulation Technique
1) AM systems usually use less bandwidth than FM systems, 
and singl side band (SSB) requires the least band­
width of all.
2) The transmitter consumes less power than does an FM 
transmitter which has a constant carrier amplitude.
3) Synchronous demodulation (such as for SSB) does not 
exhibit a threshold.
4) At medium ^ frequencies the carrier oscillator can be 
crystal controlled, and modulation is easi, achiev­
able .
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radio control of models. It is beyond the scope of 
this thesis to look at proportional control techniques 
in any more detail than this. As can be seen from this 
brief discussion, where complexity increases, as in the 
case of a proportional control system a totally analogue 
solution becomes very unwieldy and a digitally based 
system is therefore necessary, even if one of the 
analogue pulse modulation encoding techniques is used.
3.4. Modulation and be mod - .1 t1 tion of the Carrier Si^ n
A modulation technique must be chosen which will enable 
the information to be conveyed within the desired band­
width. This modulation technique must be immune to the 
electrical noise found underground. The choice of tech­
nique is also dependent on whether analogue or digital 
encoding is used. Thus it is clear that all modulation 
techniques should be compared since this may infj.uen<_e 
the choice of encoding technique used. A quantitative 
comparison of the modulation technique is gi’.^n in 
Appendix 4. The major choice is between an amplitude 
modulation (AM) technique and a frequency modulation 
(FM) technique. The actual modulation technique depends 
on whether tne encoding is digital or analogue.
3.4.1. Advantages of Amplitude Modulation Technique
1) AM systems usually use less bandwidth ti.an IM systems, 
and single side band (SSB) requires the least band­
width of all.
2) The transmitter co.sumes less power than does an FM 
transmitter which h . a constant carrier amplitude.
3; Synchronous demodulation (such as for SSP) does not 
exhibit a threshold.
4) At medium froquenci". the carrier oscillator can be 
crystal controlled, and modulation is easily ac.iiev — 
able.
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1) Its performance is seriously degraded in the pre­
sence of electrical noise.
2) In SSB, whicn gives the best overall signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) of AM systems, the demodulated signal 
can be distorted due to non-synchronism of the local 
oscillator in the receiver.
3) The circuitry f r SSB is relatively complex.
4) The simpler demodulation techniques such as square- 
low demodulation and envelope demodulation do exhibit 
a threshold.
3.4.3. Advantages ci Frequency Modulation Techniques
1) A very good quality demodulated signal can be ob­
tained .
2) Above the threshold, the overall SNR of FM is higher 
than for any AM system provided that  ^> 0,82
= modulation index).
3) An FM receiver is far less susceptible to electrical 
noise.
4) The circuitry is relatively simple.
5) Since no information is contained in the amplitude
of an M  system, higher efficiency power amplifiers
can be used (e.g. class C) to reduce the power
requir mont o v r  that of a linear power amplifier.
3.4.4. Disadv intag' Frequency Modulation Techniques
1) FM requir s morbandwidth than AM where /$ > 0,82
(so that the benefit of the improved SNR can be 
obtained).
2) The carrier amplitude is const ■ t and the result is 
that morevpower is consumed than is the case with AM. 
However, as mentioned in 3.3.3. this can be reduced 
by the use of high efficiency power amplifiers.
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3) FM demodulation exhibits a threshold.
4) At medium frequencies a crystal controlled carrier 
oscillator cannot easily be used since the crystal 
frequency cannot be "pulled' sufficiently to achieve
>  0,82.
From Appendix 4 it can be seen that for ^  = 1 we cb_ai.. 
a small improvement in SNR by using FM rather than AM.
To conserve bandwidth, and avoid congestion in the 
medium frequency range, it would appear that we snould 
not go much above =1. The bandwidth in FM is given 
by Carson's rule.
B = 2 ( / ? + l ) f m  -(3.3.1.)
where 3 = required bandwidth to pass 98% of the power 
of the FM signal.
- modulation index, 
fm = highest modulation frequency.
and where fi = A f fm ( 3.3.2)
and 6 f = maximum frequency deviation
Thus for fi =1, using equation (3.3.1) wa get
B = 4 f m  (3.3.3.)
This is twice the requirement for AM (double sideband) 
and four times the bandwidth requirement for S S B . From 
Appendix 4 it can be seen th it for an input SNR below 
12 dB, SSB is be ter than FM (with ^  = 1), due to the 
threshold effect of FM. This would indicate that SSB 
is theoretically better than FM where low SNR's are to 
be expected. Disregarding a negative output SNR, FM 
concedes about 8 dB to SSB. If this is considered in 
the light of a dynamic range of 120 dB (i.e. IV to 1/V) 
8 dB is insignificant. However, what is significant is
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the advantage of FM w.r.t. operation in an electrically 
noisy environment. It is well known that reliable 
relatively noise free demodulation of a signal can be 
achieved with FM due to the fact that noise generally 
introduces amplitude variations in the received signa^ 
and the FM limiter eliminates these amplitude variations.
The system will probably not be operating near the limits 
of communication range (i.e. near the threshold) since 
in most situations underground there are cables running 
between the transmission and reception points, and Uoing 
medium frequencies, a fair amount of coupling into power 
cables will be achieved, thus extending the range well 
beyond 300 m. This means that the sacrifice of 3 c3 w-en 
using FM is insignificant. The wider bandwidth requires 
by FM (i.e. four times) is not prohibiti.e since <-he use­
ful medium frequency spectrum for propagation underground 
extends from 100 kHz to 1 MHz. Spacing carriers at 25 kHz 
intervals still gives 36 different carrier frequencies - 
probably plenty for all requirements in one mine.
The other problem with FM, at medium frequencies, is the 
problem of providing a stable carrier oscillator that can 
be modulated sufficiently. However monolithic voltage 
controlled oscillators (or function generators) are 
available (e.g. XR 2206 - see appendix 2 for data sheet) 
which can be easily modulated by applying the modulating 
audio tone to one of the timing terminals. Another ad­
vantage of this integrated circuit is the fact chat i- 
provider a low distortion sine-wave output. This is 
particularly useful if a linear power amplifier is used 
since radiation of harmonics is then kept to a minimum, 
thus minimising intermodulation problems. The frequency 
of the oscillator is set by a resistor and capacitor, 
which means that it can very easily be changed by simply 
changing a resistor or capacitor (not difficult and 
expensive as in the cac of a crystal oscillator).
#
A difficulty with such an oscillator (as opposed to 
a crystal oscillator) is its stability. This problem 
is not necessarily insurmountable and very stable 
oscillators can be designed if temperature compensating 
components (or components with known temperature coeiti- 
cients) are used. However this i not necessarily 
required if the overall stability of the design circuit 
is good enough. Detailed design analysis and testing 
of the carrier oscillator is given in chapter 4 and 
appendix 2. The circuit diagram of a carrier oscillator 
which uses the XR 2206 is given in appendix 5 and 6.
A S P E C T S  OF RELIABILITY,_RU'
As has already been stated, tne overall reliability and 
ruggedness of the system, as well as it's fail-safe per­
formance, are extrcely important. These aspects are 
clearly essential since the equipment could be control­
ling an expensive, potentially dangerous machine, how­
ever there are other less obvious reasons. T.ie reli­
ability and long term stability cf the system is essen­
tial since mines do not have sufficient skilled elec­
tronics technicians who are capable of maintaining such 
equipment. It is also essential that these features be 
built into any electronic system rsed underground be­
cause it is important for the mining personnel to deve­
lop confidence in the equipment. Generally the little 
exposure they have had to electronic systems has only 
served to make them sceptical since much of this equip­
ment has not been designed to stand up to the environ­
ment and handling underground.
Design .ng electronics which is reliable, fail safe and 
highly noise immune within laboratory conditions is one 
thing, but ensuring that the system offers the same 
features underground is quite another. So many other 
factors come into play, many of them not being of an 
electronic nature at all. These factors have already 
been mentioned in chapter 2. Many problem areas are 
overcome by "common sense" design techniques and experi­
ence gained (by the Chamber of Mines) over the years in 
the application of electronics underground. These as­
pects will not be considered here, but for completeness 
they are given in appendix 3.
Three aspects related to reliability, ruggedness and 
fail-safety are of particular importance and will be 
considered in greater detail hete.
4.1, The Temperature Stability of the- Circuitry
This aspect relates particularly to the reliability of 
the system, and is associated with the high ambient 
temperature underground. It necessitates careful de­
sign of all critical timing circuitry and selection of 
components which have a low enough temperature coeffi­
cient, to ensure that circuitry which has been set up 
in normal laboratory conditions (typically 22 C) should 
not be out of calibration at the operating temperature 
underground (anywhere between 25° and 50 C - see chapter
2). it could be argued that equipment coul 1 be set up 
at tne elevated temperature (in an environmental chamber 
in the laboratory), however it is clearly me e convenient 
to set it up in normal laboratory condition if this 
does not result in design difficulties) . Since cooiing 
fans cannot be used as a result of the sealing of the 
enclosures, power dissipation within the enclosure should 
also be kept to a minimum to avoid unnecessarily high 
temperatures.
4.1.1. Temperatur  ^ Stability of the \ r)3C  ^ iliL
A TWIN-T oscillator circuit was constructed using poly­
carbonate capacitorr and meta1 film resistors. The 
circuit of figure 2.7. w u ed, ;he temperature
stability of the circuit w ts *"hen measured and the 
results are shown in table 4.1.
TABLE 4 .1.
i'emuerature Stability of TWIN-T 
Oscillator
Temperature
(°C) (KHz)
f 2
(KHZ)
'
(KHz)
f 4
(KHz)
25 4,000 3,000
2,000 1,000
30 4,002
3,001 2,001 1,001
35
4,003 3,003 2,002 1,003
40
4,006 3,005 2,003 1,004
45
4,008 3,006 2,004 1,005
50
4,010 3,007 2,005 1,006
' ..........
A f (%)
befcwdc: 21 '
! qnd f-O^ v
0 ,2 '• 0,23 0,25 
1....
0,60
As can be seen from the graph of temperature variation 
as a percentage of the tone frequency, the maximum varia­
tion is 0,60s. This must be taken into account when t 
bandwidth of the tone decoder is determined.
4.1.2. '?omoor a tur e S t er, i 1 i. ty jf the_36_'L
The temperature stability of the 56/ tone decoder ie 
very well documented in the data sheet given in appendix 
1. As can be seen from figure 8 (see appendix 1 - XR567 
data sheet) the bandwidth variation with temperauUre is 
essentially zero (between 25°C and 50°C). Figures 9 and 
10 (see appendix 1 - XR567 data sheet) show the tempera­
ture drift of the centre frequency for varying supply 
voltage. From figure 10 it can be seen that a supplv 
voltage of 6V is optimum. Here the mean temperature 
coefficient is 0 whilst the standard deviation is + 50 
PPM '°C. Thus we can accurately estimate the percentage 
varation in the centre frequency between 25cC and d0 C.
f (%) = TC X T x 100
O  1 v A
= 50 x 25 x 100
1 x iO6
= 0,13%
where TC = temperature coefficient (PPM' ' )
T = temperature variation (°C)
This variation, together with th< variation of
TWIN-T osgillator must be taken into account when t.in 
minimum bandwidth of the decoder is determined.
4.1.3. Temperature Stability of the FX 207/FX 30. 
Encoder/Decoder System
The typical frequency stability with respect to tempera­
ture is given in the data sheet as 0,01%/ C. Unfortu­
nately the maximum limit on this specification is not 
given so measurements were carried out to ascertain 
practical values (including effect of external com­
ponents). The results obtained are shown in table 4.2.
TABLE 4.2.
Temperature Stability of FX 207 8 Channel encoder
Temperature
(°C)
f1„
(KHz)
f IB 
(KHz)
f1C
(KHz)
f2A
(KHz)
f2B
(KHz)
f2C
(KHz)
25 5931 5494 5046 4580 4157 3785
30 5930 5494 5048 4581 4159 3786
35 5929 5494 5050 4583 4150 W 0
0 CO
40 5928 5494 5052 4584 4162 3789
45 5927 5494 5054 4586 4164 3790
50 5926 5494 5056 4588 4166 3791
A f  m  0
between 25 C ♦ 
50 C
-0,08
1
0 0,20 0,17 0,22 0,16
The A f figures were calculated using the figures obtained 
at 25°C and 50°C. We see that the maximum variation due 
to temperature is 0,22..
The typical variation (see data sheet - appendix 1) given 
is 0,01%/°C (i.e. 0,254 between 25°C and 50°C). To de­
termine the maximum limit, tests would have to be 
carried out over a large number of samples. However, 
assuming a maximum of 4 times the typical probably 
ensures an adequate safety factor. Since the decoder is
all contained within an integrated circuit, it is not 
possible to measure variations in the upper and lower 
frequency limits which define the bandwidth o . a 
channel. The data sheet (see appendix 1) again gives 
0,01%/°C as the typical variation in frequency (i.e.
0,25% between 25°C and 50°C). The upper and lower 
frequencies determining the bandwidth of a channel are 
determined by external resistors. The temperature 
coefficient for metal film resistors is 10C PPM/ C 
(see appendix 7) which also gives 0,01%/°C. We again 
allow a maximum of 1 times the typical thus giving us 
1% maximum variation in the case of both the encoder
and decoder.
4.1.4. Temperature Stability of the Carrier Oscillatcr
The carrier oscillator circuit shown in figure 3.11 
was tested to ensure adequate stability for use in 
remote control systems. The data sheet of the XR2206 
is given in appendix 2. The frequency drift with 
temperature is shown in figure 9 of the data sheet, 
but the highest frequency shown is 100 KHz (with
r = 1 K n- and C = 0,01/a F). It is recommended that
4 k 51 < R < 200 KJ1 and 1000 p F < C < 100 /* F for
optimum temperature stability. To use it at frequencies
above 100 KHz, either the capacitor or resistor must be 
outside these limits. To ensure adequate stability, 
temperature tests must be carried out at a typical 
carrier frequency. Tests were carried out at 750 KHz 
and the results shown in table 4.3. were obtained.
TABLE 4 . 3.
Temperature Stability of the Carrier 
Oscillator
Temperature (°C) Carrier Frequency 
(KHz)
25 750,50
30 750,74
35 750,97 .
40 751,21
45 751,53
50 751,86
A f (%) 0 o 
between 25 C & 50 C
G
Oo
Again the variation is calculated between 25°C & ^  - ar‘d 
0/17%. Carrier oscillator stability may be ver^ im 
portant, and that given in table 4.3. may not be ade­
quate. If that is the case, the drift of frequency 
with temperature can be eliminated by the selection of 
the correct combination of negative and positive temp­
erature coefficient components. By using a series or 
parallel combination of two capacitors (of different 
temperature coefficients) this can be achieved.
A full derivation of the equations required to achieve 
temperature stabilisation of the oscillator is given 
in appendix 2. Utilising a parallel combination o 
two capacitors, the following equations apply:-
The frequency of oscillation (of the 2206) is given 
by
f = J _  - —  (3)
from which we get
~ £  * -°<R " ~ C  (4)
Utilising capac±.ors to achieve the required temperature- 
coefficient we gat
1 1 _ --(5)
= *  c + *  f
where 0<. - temperature coefficient of a circuit 
element
o<1
f = frequency of oscillation
= initial values of temperature coefficients 
of circuit elements. 
c* 11 = required final temperature coefficient
In order to stabilise the XR2206 oscillator, the 
initial temperature coefficient (TC) of frequency 
must be determined experimentally using a capacitor with
a known TC of capacitance. The required final TC of
capacitance (to give zero TC of frequency) is given 
by equation (5). Equations (1) and (2) can then be 
used to determine the required capacitance valu  ^ for 
two capacitors in parallel.
The procedure worked very well in practice. The ini­
tial TC of frequency was determined by taking the 
average value of readings taken using temperatures 
1q°C apart (i.e. four values for TC were obtained 
using 25°e  to 35°C, 30°C to 40°C, 35°C to 45°C and 
W ° C  to 50°C ‘ as given in table 4.3. The required 
final TC of capacitance was then calculated using 
equation (5). This X  '1 is then used asc*c in equation
(2  ^ thus solving for C^ in terms of C. Equation (1) is 
then used to solve for both capacitor values. It was 
found that final values for TC of frequency of 
</ 10 PPM/0C were easily achievable.
In practical systems such as those described in chap­
ters 5 and 6, it was found that such high stability is 
not necessary since the drift shown in table 4.3. was 
sufficiently small. Even though the transmitter car­
rier frequency can drift relative to the local oscilla­
tor in the receiver, this is not troublesome. The 
reason for this is that, with FM, when the carrier 
frequency drifts, the tones are distorted but the 
frequency of the tones remains unchanged. The tone 
decoders are therefore still able to detect the tone 
sequences and decode them correctly.
4.2. Immunity of System to Spurious Signals
This aspect relates directly to the operation of the 
system, as well as it's reliability. It is important 
to ensure that the system is not triggered by spurious 
signals as this would definitely reduce the reliability 
of the system and could be a serious saiety hazard. 
Immunity to spurious signals is also important since 
it is essential that the system be capable of opera­
ting in the presence of spurious signals or noise.
If the system is not triggered by false signals, but 
fails to detect a correct signal in the presence of 
spurious signals the usefulness of the system will be 
very limited and its operation will be unreliable.
As mentioned before, when considering spurious signals, 
the main probjem areas are intermodulation products 
and harmonics. The possible sources of noise and their 
characteristics must also be understood so that the 
system can b designed to be immune to them as far as 
possible.
4.10.
4.2.1. Selection of Non-Harmonic Tone Frequencies
In the selection of tone frequencies it is essential 
to ensure that the chosen tone frequencies are far 
enough apart to avoid overlap between the bandwidths 
of the associated tone decoders. In the case of many 
decoders, it is also important to avoid the use of a 
tone frequency which is a harmonic o f  another tone 
frequency. As stated in the data sheet of the 567 
(see appendix 1) the tone decoder will lock onto sig­
nals near (2n + 1) fQ and produce an output for signals 
near (4n + 1)fo where n = 0,1,2, etc. The other impor 
tant precaution to take (which is not mentioned in the 
data sheet) is to avoid selecting frequencies whose 
harmonics fall within the bandwidth of a tone decoder, 
e.g. a tone of 1 KHz cc -d cause an output from a de­
coder tuned to 3 KHz. This problem is particularly 
troublesome where non-sinusoidal tones are used as a 
result of the fact that these tones contain harmonics 
of the fundamental frequency and although these are 
smaller in amplitude,they can cause an output. Even it 
low-distortion sine-wave tones are generated in the 
tone encoder, non-linearities in the transmitter and 
receiver will distort the tone thus increasing the 
harmonic content.
A set of frequencies which fulfils these requirements 
is given in table 4.4.
TABLE 4.4.
Non-Harmon ica.'1''y Related "one 1 reguetuM^
2fo 3£o
BW
1
fCH CCL
(KHz) (KHz) (KHZ)
—
% Hz (KHz) (KHz)
1,100 2,200 3,300 11,78 130 1,165 1,035
1,300 2,600 3,900 10,84 ,141 1,371 1,229 ...... ..
1,500 3,000 - 10,09 152 1,576
1,424
1,700 3, 400 - 9,48 162 1,781 1,619
1,900 3,800 m 8,96 171 1,985
1,814
- -------------
2,100 4,200
~
8,53 180 2,190 2,010
2,400 - - 7,98 192
2,496 2,304
2,750 - 7,45 205 ! 2,852
2,647
3,150 - - 6,96 219 3,259 3,040
3,600 - 6,51 235 4,718 3,482
1 _ _ ----------
1 4,050
-------------
- 6,14 249 4,174
U
!CMOn
r*l
where
£ o  ■
tone f requer.cy
m second harmonic
o
3f = third harmonic 
o
BW = bandwidth of tone decoder 
g s upper frequency limit of tone decoder
f = lower frequency limit of tone decoder
C L
None of the frequencies 2fQ and 3fQ fall within the
bandwidth of other higher frequency channels. Also,
there are' no vtone frequencies which are at 3f0 and
5f (and higher harmonics) of a lower frequency channel, 
o
4.2.2. False Triggering due to Intermodulation
Intermodulation products result when two or more signals 
passing through a system simultaneously react with earn 
other (i.e. moduulate each other) due to non-linearities 
in the system. A signal at f2 is modulated by the signal 
at f^ and its harmonics, thereby yielding intermodulation
products at f „ - f ^ ^2 + L1'  ^2 ~ " ^ 1' L 2 + "^1'  ^2 ^ 1'
f2 + 3f1, etc.
In the case of the type of systems discussed so far, inter­
modulation will be a potential problem area only where 
similar systems are operated in the same area (i.e. within 
range of each other) of a mine. The intermodulation can 
occur either at the carrier frequencies or at the tone fre­
quencies.
Where more than one carrier frequency is used in l.ic same 
area, the frequencies must be chosen so that they do not 
generate intermodulation products within the bandwidth of 
one of the receivers (or a third receiver).
For example, if carrier frequencies of 30C KHz, 400 KHz, 
and 700 KHz are all in use, the 300 KHz and 700 KHz signals 
arriving at the front-end of the 400 KHz receiver would 
generate inteimodulation products. The difference frequency
is: -
f n - f ^ = 700 - 300 = 400 KHz
This frequency would pass straight throuuh the receiver 
and could produce a spurious response if the 400 KHz 
system and one of the other systems used .he same tone 
frequencies (and sequences).
By careful selection of carrier frequencies this problem 
can be avoided. It would be defeating the object to 
limit the choice of tone sequences since the whole rea­
son for going to a second frequency would be to re-use 
tone sequences that nave already been used. Another way 
of avoiding carrier intermodulation would be to stick to 
one carrier frequency, and increase the number of tones 
in a sequence to a number which would provide for all 
the possible systems in that area.
Tone intermodulation is more difficult to cope with since 
numerous tone frequencies and combinations exist. A com­
puter analysis program would have to be written to com­
pute a list of all valid tone frequency sequences which 
would ensure no clashes. With the experimental systems 
developed at the Chamber of Mines, the need never arose 
to develop a computer program since only a small number 
of systems were in operation in one area. ^he required 
analysis of intermodui -,t-ion products was carried out manu­
ally.
4.3. A Rugged Switch Assembly
The whole aspect of rugged design is a particularly impor­
tant one in the context of systems to be used in the 
mines. The success of a system depends on meticuious 
care being taken with every last detail which could possi­
bly affect the ruggedness of the system.
It is also important to see the role of such a system in 
the correct perspective. The mining personnel have a job 
of work to do, and remote control systems must assist them 
in doing that job. Miners are used to handling heavy ma­
chinery and working in conditions whv’h are often adverse.
It is therefore" essential that the system should be in 
keeping with the environment and should not require 
extraordinary care in handling. Where switches or 
pushbuttons are used, they should not be delicate 
micro-miniature types - one of the main reasons for 
this is the fact that miners often wear thick leather
gloves.
The most stringent requirement, with regard to rugged­
ness, definitely applies to any components, such as 
switches and connectors, which must be exposed to the 
outside world. Besides withstanding rough handling, 
they must also be immune to dust and grit, particularly 
quartzite grit (which is highly abrasive). These com­
ponents must also be waterproof, and gold platec con­
tact surfaces should be used throughout. In most cases 
"mil-spec" connectors are suitable for use underground, 
however where switches are required, the solution is 
not quite as simple. The rough handling and quartzite 
grit most often destroy the switch. Where rubber 
boots are used to keep out moisture and grit the conti­
nual use damages the rubber boot within weeks. If 
switches that don't require rubber boots are used, the 
quartzite grit works its way into the switch and even­
tually results in its failure. In the case of mil- 
spec pushbuttons with built in o-ring seals they have 
been found to fail within a week. The reason for this 
is that quartzite grit works into the small gap bet­
ween the shaft and the housing causing the switch to
jam.
The only solution left is to make custom component., or 
to modify existing switches. The latter approach was 
adopted sinde it is the simpler of the two. A a ban­
dar mii-spec pushbutton is used (with it's rubber boot) 
and a dummy panel and ushbutton protect the actual 
pushbutton and rubber boot.
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The success of this scheme is dependent on the use o. 
a "soft" plastic material such as p o l y v i n y Ichlorid'.
(PVC) for the dummy panel and pushbutton. rine c^e^r- 
ance between the pushbutton and the dummy panel (0,1. 
mm) is important (this is the minimum clearance which 
should be provided). Since the clearance is "1 ge" 
and the material soft, the inevitable ingress of gr:- 
does no more than scaur the sides of the pushbu uO- 
and hole (eventually enlarging the clearance).
This type of pushbutton is in widespread use now 
remote control systems underground, and has proved 
highly reliable. The systems described in chapter 
and 6 have both made use of this switch assembly. 
only failures have been in cases where the clearance 
was too small between the pushbutton and the dummy 
panel. Some of the systems have already heen in opera­
tion since 1977.
—— oOo---
5.1.
C H A F T E R  5
A TWO CHANNEL MONORAIL CONTROL SYSTEM
As mentioned earlier, systems underground are often 
operated by a rather indirect method. A monorail con­
veyor system being used in a Chamber of Mines experi­
mental mechanised stope was just such a system. Figure.
5.1. illustrates the system. _ __
• u/rr/e
SrtiKt 6uur
Monorail Conveyor System 
Figure 5.1.
The purpose of the monorail conveyor is to convey mate­
rials and equipment to and fro between the upper level 
and the strike gullies leading to the stope. The mono­
rail conveyor operates in an inclined gully (dip gully) 
which is about 2,5m high and about 2 m wide. Once the 
monorail conveyor is installed in the dip gully (sus­
pended from the roof (or hanging)) che conveyor frame 
is at about shoulder height. As such it is a potential 
hazard to mining personnel who have to use the dip gully 
as an access route to and from the stope. lor thi^ 
reason law requires that a "guard boy" always accompa­
nies the conveyor3.2 The conveyor is hauled up and down 
by an electric winch situated at the top of the dip 
gully.33
The original approach to the problem was to provide 
pushbuttons at each strike gully. These pushbuttons 
would all be connected to a bell located at the top oi. 
the gully near the winch. By this means the guard bo^ 
would signal to the operator indicating what action was 
required. As a safety measure an emergency pull wire 
ran the full length of the main gully, enabling the 
"guard bov"to stop the machine at any time if the bell 
system failed. Due to the amount of noise (acoustic) 
present in a mining environment, confusion was often 
caused by misinterpretation of the bell signals. Another 
problem with the system was the lengtn of the gully (up 
to 300 m) and the harshness of the environment. These 
factors made the possibility of damage to the bell cable 
a fairly likely one. Finally, since it was only fea­
sible to mount pushbuttons at each strike gully, time 
was wasted in scrambling to the nearest pushbutton.
This time could have been critical in an emergency.
A radio remote control system docs away with all these 
disadvantages. The system is operated by the "guard boy 
via a transmitter communicating with a receiver situated
near the win.h (at the gully box which provides power 
to the winch). The receiver controls relays which m  
turn operate contactors, thus controlling the operation 
of the winch. The emergency pull-wire was kept as a 
back-up safety measure to be used in the event of a 
failure in the remote control system.
The following advantages car. be identified
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
The human link in the chain is eliminated (i.e. the 
winch operator) thus avoiding any chance of confu­
sion.
The system does away with the cables right down the 
gully, thus providing a far more rugged and reli­
able solution.
Installation and maintenance costs are reduced 
since cabling does not have to be laid (and maintai­
ned) all the way down the gully.
Reduction of time wasted in getting to the nearest 
pushbutton, since operation is instantaneous.
Emergency situations are handled rapidly.
A number of disadvantages are however apparent:-
1) Repairs to the system require the skills of an 
electronics technician. - This disadvantage can 
however be minimised by maintaining a high degree 
of modularity in the design, thus meaning that on­
site r-pairs could be done by iess skilled personnel.
2) Higher initi I cost than cable/bell system - this is 
however offset by the saving in usage of manpower 
and the increased reliability, which saves on re­
pair costs and loss of production caused by fail-
urea.
#
Thus it can be seen that very definite advantages can 
accrue from the use of radio remote control in this 
situation. At the time that this application arose, 
radio remote control had not been used underground in 
South African Gold Mines. Since this was an experimen­
tal stope it was decided that this would prove a good 
t-nst- bed for radio remote control systems.
5.1. System Specifications
This system requires two on/off channels and is required 
to operate in a fail safe fashion i.e. -a signal must 
be continuously transmitted to maintain operation in a 
forward or reverse direction. It is required that the 
transmitter be han'-r ‘Id and that it should operate frcr 
re-changeabl : hatte ies for an 8 hour shift. The recei­
ver must op ; te from a 24 V ac supply and provide two 
uncommitted .1. y contacts, one to operate the forward 
contactor and the other to operate the reverse contac­
tor. These contactors supply power to the winch. A 
response time of 500 ms is adequate for this uy^tem and 
a range of up to 300 m is required (not necessarily 
line of sight). The other specifications are common to 
all radio remote control systems in mines and are 
covered in Chapter Two.
5.2. System Design
Possibly the most difficult part of the system design 
revolved around achieving high reliability and a mean 
time between failures (MTBH of approximately 6 months.
To protect against the humidity and corrosivencs^ of 
the atmosphere, two measures were taken. Firs.l^, hose 
proof" enclosures were used to house the electronics. 
These enclosures withstand a direct jet of water, but 
are not submersible. It was telt that it should not be
essential to have a waterproof (i.e. submersible) en­
closure since maintaining it in that condition would 
present problems due to the difference in pressure be­
tween surface and underground and also due to the fact 
that switches and connectors must be mounted on the 
sides of the enclosure. Wherever switches and connec­
tors were mounted through the enclosure, Dow corning 
silastic sealant was used to seal oft the hole.
Secondly, all the electronics within the enclosure was 
coated with a Dow Corning conformal coating. This 
coating has very good moisture resistant properties, 
and protects the electronics against any moisture which 
penetrates into the enclosure. This coating protects 
the components against corrosion. The enclosures were 
made of fibre filled polyester which has very good 
mechanical strength and is also non-corrosive. Any 
external attachments were either made of stainless 
steel or aluminium. Since the equipment was prototype 
equipment it was not felt that it was necessary to 
substitute the aluminium (since aluminium only corrode 
over a long period of time).
The power dissipation in 'e transmitter was approxi­
mately 1 W (since the output power is 1 W and the trans 
mitter is approximately 50% efficient) ano th’s did not 
cause excessive temperatures within the .ransmitter en­
closure (since the enclosure has a large surface area). 
In the receive! a 12 V dc supply was decided upon.
This choice was governed by the integrated circuits 
used and the fact that where battery operation was desi 
rable (not in this application), 12 V operation was most 
suitable. Since a 24 V ac supply was available this 
meant that if a series regulator was used, the large 
differential voltage across the supply would result in 
excessive power dissipation within •ho eniInsure. 
Considering the current consumption in the receiver 
which is typically 300 mA, this would amount to:-
It is not desirable to dissipate this much power in the 
sealed enclosure and for this reason, a switching regu­
lator was used in the receiver.
To ensure reliable operation at the elevated temper-i- 
tures found underground, the system was tested for 
operation over the range from 25°C to 50°C. Further­
more it was desirable that all calibration should be 
carried out at laboratory room temperatures and that no 
re-calibration should be necessary at the operating 
temperature. For this reason, components with low 
temperature coefficients were used in all critical 
timing circuitry. The other problem area was related 
to the provision of reliable switches. These aspec _o 
have already been covered in detail in Chapter 4.
The transmitter was handheld and the receiver was 
mounted on a fixed gully-box and it was therefore not 
necessary for the system to withstand vibration. Figure
5.2. shows the transmitter in use whilst figure 5.3. 
shows the receiver mounted to a gully box.
Di^'Gullv Conveyor Transmitter 
Figure 5.2.
Dip Gully Conveyor Receiver 
F iaure 5.3.
To ensure r e1i 3b1 ■1 ope rat ion in an electrically noi^^ 
environment, power supply de-coupling was used on all 
printed circuit boards, as well as on the power supply. 
The system was also tested under noisy conditions.
It was found to operate perfectly next to an arc wel­
ding machine. It was also tested in the presence of 
other radio transmitters operating in the same frequency 
range and no malfunctioning was found to occur.
A medium frequency radio link and a two tone sequential 
tone encoding scheme were used (see chaptoi 3 for more 
detail). 'As discussed in Chapter 3 and Appendix 1 where 
the bandwidth of the tone decoders equals 53, the tone 
frequencies should be > 1,265 . i.i to ensure th.t the two 
tone sequential decoder operates within 153 ms. .he
5 . 8 .
Dip Gully Conveyor Receiver 
Figure 5.3.
To ensure reliable operation in on £iec^tica 11; noi 
environment, power supply de-coupling was used on a.1 
printed circuit boards, as well as on the power supply. 
The system we3 also tested under 'noic/ conditions.
It was found to operate perfectly next to an arc wel­
ding machine. I*" was also tested in the presence of 
other radio •ransmitters operating in the same frequency 
range and no malfunctioning was found to occur.
A medium frequency radio link and a two tone sequentia. 
tone encoding scheme were used (see chapter 3 for more 
detail). 'As die. tussed in Chapter 3 and Appendix 1 where 
the band;idth of the tone decoders equals 5%, the tone 
frequencies should be ^  1 , 265 1 uo otu.uie that 11. e two 
tone sequential decoder operates within 153 ms. rhe
upt ->r tone frequency limit is determined by the band­
width used for transmission. Limiting the upper fre­
quency to 4 KHz means that bandwidth requirements are 
kept to a minimum, whilst still allowing the choice of 
twelve different tone frequencies. (See Chapter 4). 
Irrespective of frequency all capacitors in the tone 
decoder are fixed, thus making stocking of components 
simpler. This means that the tone decoder bandwidth 
varies from 11,78% (of centre frequency) at 1,1 KHz to 
6,14% at 4,050 KHz (see Chapter 4). The tone frequen­
cies were chosen so that the tone bandwidths do not 
overlap. Since the bandwidth is 11,78% (i.e. >5*5) at 
1,1 KHz, the number of cycles required is reduced to 
40 (from 100).Thus the system will i till respond within
158 ms.
As discussed in Chapter 3 and Appendix 4, FM is prefer­
able to AM for a number of reasons, and as a result FM 
was used in this system.
Many of the propagation tests carried out at the Cham­
ber of Mines utilised equipment with a transmitter out­
put power of 1 W and a receiver sensitivity of 1/V•
Those two specifications werr> thus used as preliminary 
design goals for this system. Since this was the first 
experimental syst m, it was not considered important to 
look at this _,speet in more detail as the evaluation of 
the techniques for radio remote control was more impor­
tant. At a later stage the sensitivity could be improved, 
thus enabling one to reduce the output power requirement.
Another important aspect of the circuit design was the
use of components that were readily available. For
-his reason a bandwidth of 13 KHz was used since cryst 1 
filters are readily available with this bandwidth. Th< y 
are centered at a frequency of 10,7 MHz. An advantage
of choosing an IF frequency that is well above the
GcUTL'iet frequency is that image frequencies are all 
above the IF frequency. This means that front-end fil­
tering in ' receiver is non-criticai. A 13 KHz band­
width with a maximum modulation frequency of 4 KHz gives 
(fi.orn equation 3.3.1. )
P  ” ~ m r  ** 1
0,63
Although this means that there is no theoretical advan­
tage (as far as signal to noise ratio is concerned) to 
be gained by using FM rather than S S B , the other advan­
tages discussed ii Chapter 3 still hold. in systems 
where an improvemen: in signal to noise ratio, (S.'.f.) it 
equired, a wider bandwid h than 13 KHz can be used, 
however the high-Q anten rrignt then pose a problem.
The necessary fail-safety required for this system is 
provided by the two spring— loaded pushbuttons on the 
transmitter. Either of these pushbuttons has to be
•
is pressed, the winch will not operate so that if some­
thing should happen to the op--r a tor , thr winch will stop 
Similarly, if both buttons are pressed simultaneously 
the winch will not operate. A f r e q ’ency in the r nge 
betwean 100 KHz and 1 MHz was used, and a frequency of 
700 KHz will be used is representative in further dis­
cussions. With tbs requirement for portability, togethe 
with the frequency range of operation, a body loop an­
tenna was d elded upon. These loops can be made of an 
appropriate size so that they can hang around the body 
of the operator., and thr r can provide communication over 
.',00 m with a I W transmitter and a 1/lV sensitivity 
receiver.
5.3. Description of th>
In describing the system, reference will be made to the 
block diagram shown in Figure 5.4. Circuit details ai.e 
given in Appendix 5, and these can be referred where 
necessary. The operation of the sys v.em s s desc/. ibe 
below.
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Block Diagram of a Two Channel Monorail Conveyor 
demote Control System
The sequential encoder switches on tone 1 oscillator 
and then tone 2 oscillator, producing a tone burst 
consisting of the two sequential tones of different 
frequencies. The tone burst has a duration of approxi­
mately 150 ms and is repeated every 500 ms for as long 
as either the forward or reverse buttons are depressed. 
The frequencies of tones 1 and 2 depend upon whetrier 
the forward zverse buttons are pressed. In all
there can be up to 4 different frequencies.
The "tone burst" frequency modulates the 700 KHz car­
rier oscillator and the frequency modulated signal is 
then amplified and fed to the loop antenna.
The tone-modulated radio frequency signal is received 
and passes through a bandpass filter after which it is 
mixed with a 10 MHz local oscillator signal on the 
balanced mixer, producing a sum frequency of 10,7 MHz. 
The IF signal is then amplified and passes to the 
limiter/discriminator where it is demodulated to re­
produce the sequential audio tones. These tones pass 
in parallel to four sequential tone decoders (two for 
forward control and two for reverse control) . When 
the tones are detected in the correct sequence the 
decoders actuate the relay which in turn activates the 
machine motor via a contactor in the electrical box on
the gully.
To ensure reliability, the encoding system had to be 
complex enough to ensure th.t false operation was 
avoided, and yet not so complex as not to operate. 
Encoding with two sequential tones and decoding using 
tvzo identical sequential tone decoders for each con­
trol provides a suitable compromise. This encoding 
technique is achieved with simple circuitry which 
ensures the long term reliability of the system. The 
sequential tones provide immunity to false operation, 
since to operate the machine, the two tones have to be
received in the'correct order, and each has to be of 
sufficient duration. In addition, the second tone has 
to follow immediately after the first tone. It is also 
necessary that both tone decoders accept the signal be­
fore a control action is taken. Where oredevelops a 
fault no further controls are initiated.
The 2206 carrier oscillator discussed in Chapters 3 and 
4 was used.
To conserve battery power the transmitter is onl^ , 
switched on when one of the control buttons is pressed. 
Furthermore, the power to the input stage of the broad­
band power amplifier is switched on only during each 
tone burst and hence the carrier is only transmitted 
during this period thus conserving battery power.
In the receiver, a low-noise field ettect transistor 
balanced mixer has been used. These mixers can handle 
a very wide dynamic range ( > 100dB),a prerequisite
where the transmitter and receiver can be in c^ose 
proximity (within a few metres). These features of 
this mixer enable it to be used without a front end 
radio frequency amplifier. All the necessary amplifi­
cation and filtering can therefore be placed in the IF 
stages. The selectivity is provided by a six pole inte­
grated crystal filter and the tuned IF amplifiers.
Since all the selectivity io achieved in the IF circuits 
(10,7 MHz) no modification or retuning is needed here 
if the carrier is changed (only the crystal of the local 
oscillator needs to be changed) . A front-end bandpass 
filter is used, but this filter could be replaced by a 
low-pass filter with little reduction in sensitivity.
Part of the IF-amplifier, as well an the limiter discri­
minator and audio preamplifier are contained in an inte­
grated circuit (CA 3089 or TDA 1200 - see appendix 7)
5.14.
• which also provides automatic gain control (ACC) and
automatic frequency control. The AGC is compatible 
with dual-gate mosfet transistorr, which have been used 
in the IF amplifier-
#
The tone decoder utilises the 567 tone decoder (see 
Chapters 3 and 4 and appendix 1). Two tone decoders  ^
are connected so that two sequential tones can be de-
* tected. Two identical sequential tone-decoder circuits
operate in parallel for each control function. The 
contacts of the relays in the output circuit are con­
nected in series so that the system is. more reliable,
* as the winch motor can only operate if both deco -ers
detect the tones.
5.4. Results obtained in ’’se
*
A number of these systems have been in use at Doorn- 
fontein Gold Mine for a period of about 4 years. 3 or 
4 systems operate on the same carrier frequency in the 
e same vicinity using different tone frequencies. No
reports of interference between these systems has ever 
been recorded. Other identical systems operate in the 
same vicinity, but on different carrier frequencies, 
i and this has also not posed any problems (see Chapter
* 4 for detailed discussion). Perfect operation over dis­
tances well in excess of 300 m has been achieved using 
small loop an.ennas (see appendix 8) . The only unre­
liable part of the first prototype system has been the
* loop antennas on the portable transmitters. These loop
antennas consisted of the loop and an interconnecting 
coaxial cable to the transmitter (see Figure 5.2. under­
side of transmitter).
As a result o L the rough handling they receive, they 
are subject to fairly frequent failure (approximately 
once every 2 to 3 months). The failure usually occurred 
in the interconnecting coaxial cable.
<»
With this improvement the system has been favourably 
received by the mining personnel and has proved that 
reliable radio remote control can be provided. *:;r- 
system has increased productivity, reduced mining costs 
and improved the safety of personnel.
As i result of these findings, 'ter transmitters used 
a loop antenna similar to that used with the portable 
transceivers developed at the Chamber of Mines Research 
Laboratories. The loop looked like a bandolier and was 
attached directly to the transmitter. The antenna is 
slung diagonally across the body with the transmitter 
upright on the chest of the operator.
i e
..
<•
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• C H A P T E R  6 
A MULTI-CHANNFI IMPACT RIPPER CONTROL SYSTEM
The need to control more than two functions has arisen 
as a result of the design of new experimental mining 
machines such as impact rippers. These machines can 
typically have up to 16 different movements which must 
be independently and simultaneously controlled. All 
controls are of an on/off type - they control electri­
cally operated hydraulic valves which can only be open
or closed.
The machine operator must be free to move around the 
machine so that he can control it from the best vantage 
point. Many of the current machines are controlled vi 
a cable connected to the machine. However, it is de­
sirable to do away with the cable lor a number o~ rea
sons.
1) It is often damaged in the harsh environment of the 
stope.
2) It restricts the free movement of the operator 
in some situations the operator is not able to 
position himself at a point from which he can clearly 
see the machine. This is as a result of props nr., 
other obstructions in the stope, as well as the 
restricted height in the stope (approximately 1 m).
3) As the machine moves along the face the operator
has to continually thread the cable round the props, 
and this I's time consuming and awkward.
A radio remote control system does away with all these 
limitations. The multi-channel radio remote control 
system developed enables the operator to control all 
the machine movements via the transmitter, and operate 
more than one control simultaneously. In addition the 
machine power pack can be switched off from the trans­
mitter. This is useful in the case of an emergency or 
failure of the machine. The only operation that canno’ 
be carried out from the transmitter is the starting of 
the power pack. It could prove dangerous if this 
could be done as this would enable somebody with the 
transmitter to start the machine withoyt the machine 
being in view. Therefore, for safety reasons, starting 
of the power oack must be done manually from the machin
Figure 6.1. shows the transmitter in use underground.
(Note the restricted height and the presence of many 
props). A prototype receiver is also shown - this 
receiver did not use the pushbutton assembly discussed 
in chapter 4.
tko ^iTt-i-channel Impact Ripper Remote Control
** System' "
Fi<iure 6.1
6.1. System Specifications
The system was required to provide control of 13 on/off 
channels and was required to operate in a fail-safe 
fashion, i.e. a signal must be continuously transmitted 
to maintain the machine's hydraulic power pack in ope- 
>ation.
The transmitter was required to be portable and t -eery 
operated. The requirement for portability does not 
mean that it has to be handheld. The machine is nor­
mally operated with the transmitter placed on the ground. 
The battery should be removable to simplify recharging, 
and should allow at least 8 hours of normal operation.
The receiver was _aquired to operate from a 27 V ac 
supply available on the machine. The operation of eaci 
channel had to be via a 2A relay which would supply s 
full wave rectified supply (from the ^TV^ac^upply) to 
each hydraulic valve. In a preliminary test carried 
out on the machine, the rate of movement of certain 
functions required a response time of 300 ms for accu­
rate control and positioning. A maximum range of 10 m 
was all that was required for this system, since in the 
stope the restricted height (1 m) and cramped condition, 
prohibit good visibility at distances > 1 0  m.
Based on the experience with loop antennas (as mentioned 
in Chapter 5) it was desirable that if at all possible, 
the transmission antenna should be inside/the trans­
mitter .
This would definitely increase the overall reliability 
of the system. The receiving antenna had to be robust 
and mounted .firmly on the impact ripper. It was not 
to be affected- by the large amount of metal close to 
it. Both the receiver and its antenna had to withstand 
vibration since they were to be mounted on the impact 
ripper itself.
The main mining functions of the machine were required 
to be operated by a joystick, whilst the less used 
functions could be operated by pushbuttons. In view 
of che harshness of the environment in the stope, par­
ticularly the brasiveness of the quartzite grit, 
attention had to bo paid to providing reliable push­
buttons and joystick.
The other specifications of this system were in common 
with all radio remote control systems in mines and have 
been covered in Chapter 2.
6.2. System Design
Many of the aspects of the system design for this appli­
cation are the same as those for the monorail system, 
and only those aspects which differed will be considered 
here.
Although the specification only called for a range of 
10 m, the same RF design was used as for the monorail 
systen.. Modules developed for the monorail system, 
and other similar two channel systems, were used di­
rectly .
Sirce more than two channels were required, and the 
response time had to be faster than for the two channel 
system, the alternative analogue techniques discussed 
in Chapter 3 were used. To provide more than 8 chan­
nels (one FX 207) two FX 207 integrated circuits were 
sequenced to provide a 6 tone code. The sequence of 
6 tones provided a maximum cF 64 channels. Although 
this is far more than the 13 channels which were re­
quired, it did prove convenient later on. This stemmed 
from the factw-that with a system like this it has been 
found practical to provide a complete back-up system 
to replace the system in operation when this one failec..
If both sets are identical, and both transmitters are 
in operation at the same time, this could lead to con­
fusion since the machine could be controlled by either 
transmitter. Since the system has the capability to 
control 64 channels, one system can be wired to respond 
to certain channels whilst the other system responds 
to other channels, thus avoiding any chance of confusion
The details of the encoding/decoding scheme are given 
in Appendix 1. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the technique 
used by the tone decoders is a period sampling tech­
nique. This technique has a faster re.sponst time, but 
is however more susceptible to noise than a phase- 
locked loop tone decoder, such as the 567. In testing 
of these period sampling tone decoders, it was found 
necessary to use more than the recommended 12 cycles 
of each tone. The principle of operation must be under­
stood to clarify this. The decoder has a certain gate 
period (usually set at twice the tone period of the 
encoder) durinq which it searches for 10 periods which 
fall within the limits for the desired tone frequency.
If only 12 cycles are transmitted, three corrupted 
periods result in the decoder not detecting tl. tone. 
When the tone sequence consists of 6 tones, there is a 
6 times greater likelihood of this occuring. Since the 
receiver had to run off the same electrical supply as 
the electric motor in the power pack (about a 50 kW 
motor) measurements of noise were taken in situ under­
ground. The noise on the receiver demodu­
lator output consisted of a series of spikes repeating 
at a frequency of 100 Hz. The amplitude of the spikes 
was about 3 V peak to peak, and their duration was 
bout 5 ms. Other randon noise components, consisting 
mainly of'spikes, were also present, thus inhibiting 
decoding of tine tone sequence far too frequently for 
reliable operation Unfortunately the spectrum of the 
noise could not be measured because no portable, battery 
operated, rugged spectrum analyzer was available for
.■ycles of each tone were transmitted it was 
uiv that the decoders operated far more satisfactorily 
r - v , : r  j , was still found that the occasional tone se- 
■ : . i:- not decoded. Observations showed that it
rare that two tone sequences in a row were 
: correctly decoded. It was thus decided to transmit
O' sequences per channel within the required 300ms 
appropriate delay was then set on the relay driver 
h er' in the: receiver, such that two successive tone 
quences had to be incorrectly decoded before the 
annel relay dropped out. This did away with the prob- 
;h t elays chattered,thus giving poor control.
required range was only 10 m, it was found 
ib to utilise a small loop antenna enclosed with- 
th t ansmit ter box. This would clearly be more re- 
:abl than the "body" loop antennas used with the mono- 
ten. The receiver antenna posed a problem 
ic v  hat; to be robust and also work well in close 
•o :imity to the machine (large mass of steel). The 
•v limited amount of space available on the machine 
or mounting the receiver and antenna necessitated the 
- o compact antenna. A ferrite rod antenna was 
instructed, and tests were carried out in situ under- 
!round giving very satisfactory results. To make the 
•itenn vouust, it was surrounded by soft rubber within 
*V tube, and this tube was in turn mounted within 
nother larger PVC tube. A layer of sponge rubber was 
;ed between the two tubes. The ends of the tube were 
■ .1 •: o prevent ingress of moisture.
' wa. used for this system as well, however, to accom­
modate the higher tone frequencies (up to 6 KHz - see 
\ppendix 1) required for compatibility with the desirec 
osponse time, a 30 KHz bandwidth was used. Crystal 
liters with this bandwidth and centred at 10,7 MHz,
,rf commercially available. As mentioned in Chapter 3
these tone decoders operate uo to / KHz. Thi -.i- y- 
g ives:-
1,14
This is greater than 0,82 and there is therefor- - 
improvement in SNR over that obtained with SSB.
A fail-safe feature of the system was the incorporaric 
of a signal which had to be continuously transmitted 
to maintain the machine's peer pack in operation.
This was easily provided via the "stop" function on 
the transmitter. This function was operated in reverse 
to all other functions in that when the "stop' push­
button is pressed this break6, the transmission of the 
tone sequence code for this channel. In other w^ as, 
this code is transmitte1 continuously and energizes 
the stop relay allowing tne power pack to run oncu i 
has been manually started it the machine. Ir for h. 
reason transmissir n is lost, the re ay de-energ i zes, 
and thereby stops the machine.
A frequency of 7 50 KHz was used i or this ■ !
6.3. Description of the system
In describing the system, reference will be made 
the block diagram shown in Figure 6. '. ircuit. c 
tails are given in Appendix ", and these can be re­
ferred tc when necessary. The op ration of the sysu 
is described 'below.
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Block Diagram of a Multi-channel Impact Ripper Remote
Control System
The switch scanner scans all the switches after every 
recycle time of 150 ms, searching for a switch which 
has been operated. When one is found, the encoder tnen 
strobes the tone generator and sequencer, causing it to 
generate two "three-tone group codes" in sequence, thus 
producing a sequence of six audio tones, giving 64 pos­
sible channels.
The technique of using two "three-tone group codes 
greatly simplifies the switch encoding in the transmit­
ter, and the decoding and relay driving in the receiver, 
since both the switches and relays ere arranged in an 
8 x 8 matrix and as a result each "three-tone group code" 
directly selects a particular row or column of tne m.t 
trix. The six-tone tone-burst, of 3 ms duration, :re- 
quency modulates the 750 KHz carrier oscillator. It 
must be noted that with a recycle time of 150 ms and vone 
bursts of 37 ms duration, only 4 channels can be trans­
mitted simultaneously, however, this is not considered a 
limitation since it is not practically possible for the 
operator to control more than two functions av a time.
The frequency modulated signal is then amplified and fed 
to the antenna.
The tone modulated radio frequency signal is received and 
passed through a bandpass filter, after which it i mixed 
in a balanced mixer with a 9,95 MHz local oscillator pro­
ducing a sum frequency of 1C,7 MHz. This IF signal is 
then amplified and passed to the limiter discriminator 
where it is demodulated to reproduce the audio tone-burst. 
The tone decoder produces the output code corresponding to 
that at the input to the encoder. This code is then lat­
ched by the appropriate relay driver for twice the recycle 
time. The relay operates the hydraulic valve which con­
trols the machine.
The switch scanner scans all the switches after every 
recycle time of 150 ms, searching for a switch which 
has been operated. When one is found, the encoder then 
strobes the tone generator and sequencer, causing it to 
generate two "three-tone group codes" in sequence, thus 
producing a sequence of six audio tones, giving 64 pos­
sible channels.
The technique of using two "three-tone group codes" 
greatly simplifies the switch encoding in the transmit 
ter, and the decoding and relay driving in the receiver, 
since both the switches and relays are arranged in an 
8 x 8 matrix and as a result each "three-tone group code" 
directly selects a particular row or column of the ma­
trix. The six-tone tone-burst, of 37 ms duration, fre­
quency modulates the 750 KHz carrier oscillator. It 
must be noted that with a recycle time of 150 ms and tone 
bursts of 37 ms duration, only 4 channels can be trans­
mitted simultaneously, however, this is not considered a 
limitation since it is not practically possible f the 
operator to control more than two functions at a time.
The frequency modulated signal is then amplified and fed 
to the antenna.
The tone modulated radio frequency signal is received and 
passed through a bandpass filter, after which it is mixed 
in a balanced mixer with a 9,95 MHz local oscillator pro­
ducing a sum frequency of 10,7 MHz. This IF signal is 
then amplified and passed to the limiter/discriminator 
where it is demodulated to reproduce the audio tone-burst. 
The tone decoder produces the output code corresponding to 
that at the input to the encoder. This code is then lat­
ched by the appropriate relay driver for twice the recycle 
time. The relay operates the hydraulic valve which con­
trols the machine.
The encoding technique is particularly immune to noise 
and interference as a result of using a six-tone tone- 
burst. This sequence ensures high reliability because 
the tones must be received in the correct order, and 
must each be of sufficient duration for the tone-burst 
to be decoded as a valid code.
Sequential encoding with two tones has already proved 
reliable, as discussed in Chapter 5. The encoding and 
tone generation, as well as the tone decoding are all 
achieved with MOS/LSI (Metal Oxide Semi-conductor/
Large Scale Integration) integrated circuits designed 
specifically for the purpose. As discussed earlier, 
the initial problems with these decoders in a noisy 
environment were overcome partly by latching the de­
coded output for 2 transmissions rather than 1 (hence 
the selection of a recycle time of 150 ms giving 2 
transmissions in 300 ms, and therefore a 300 ms re­
sponse time) .
The carrier oscillator and broadband power amplifier 
used in the monorail radio remote control system were 
used for this system as well.
To conserve battery power in the transmitter, CMOS 
(Complimentary Metal Oxide Semi-conductor) circuitrv is 
used in the encoding section, and the power to the input 
stage of the broadband amplifier is switched on only 
during each tone burst, and hence the carrier is only- 
transmitted during this period.
The recycle time depends on the desired response time 
of the contco's. A slower response time allows longer 
periods between tone bursts, and thus consumes less 
battery power.
The encoding technique is particularly immune to noise 
and interference as a result of using a six-tone tone- 
burst. This sequence ensures high reliability because 
the tones muse be received in the correct order, and 
must each be of sufficient duration for the tone-burst 
to be decoded as -i valid code.
Sequential encoding with two tones has already proved 
reliable, as discussed in Chapter 5. The encoding and 
tone generation, as well as the tone decoding are all 
achieved with MOS LSI (Metal Oxide bemi—conductor 
Large Scale Integration) integrated circuits designed 
specifically for the purpose. As discussed earlier, 
the initial problems with these decoders in a noisy 
environment were overcome partly by latching the de­
coded output for 2 transmissions rather than 1 (hence 
the selection of a recycle time of 150 ms giving 2 
transmissions in 300 ms, and therefore a 30 0 ms re­
sponse time).
The carrier oscillator and broadband power amp1i.ier 
used in tne monorail radio remote control system were 
used for this system as well.
To conserve battery power in the transmittel , .^MOS 
(Complimentary Metal Oxide Semi-conductor) circuitry is 
used in the encoding section, and the power to the input 
stage of the broadband amplifier is switched on only 
during e-ich tone burst, and h' "re the carrier i-> onlv 
transmitted during this period.
The recycle time depends on the desired response time 
of the controls. . slower response time allows longer
periods between tone bursts, nd thus consumes less 
battery power.
The receiver circuitry, right to the output o£ tne IF 
amplifier and limiter/discriminator is identical to 
that used for the monorail radio remote control system, 
except for the fact that the bandwidth is 30 KHz rather
than 13 KHz.
The command latching and relay driving functions are 
implemented by quad integrated circuit timers connected 
as retriggerable monostables. A separate timer latches 
each command for twice the recycle time.
A switching power supply was used in tjie receiver for 
the same reasons as for the monorail radio remote con­
trol system.
6.4. Results Obtained in T.__
The initial prototype system was tested in the labora­
tory, and also underground on the machine. Certain 
defects were found with the system, the principle one 
being the intermittent operation of the system in a 
noisy environment. This was due to the poor perfor­
mance of the decoder circuits in this environment (as 
discussed earlier in this chapter).
After making the change; discussed easier, the system 
was subjected to ex tens iv< testing in the laboratory 
up to a temperature of 50( ', and with simulat u moist 
conditions (this was achieved by putting a kettle in 
the environmental chamber .nd warming it up every now 
and then). Thi~ was done as it was not known whether 
ingress of moisture had anything to do with the problem 
or not.
The system wa£" then set up in a strike gully just off 
the stope (near the site where the Impact sippet was 
in operation) and was run continuously for nine days.
During this time it performed very well. As a result 
of the successful tests in mining conditions, it was 
then decided to install the system on the impact ripper 
and use it on a permanent basis. It has been operating 
successfully ever since and a very positive response 
has been received from minino personnel who were 
initially very sceptical of the system. »'wo factors 
have been chiefly responsible for this success.
The first is the fact that prior co using radio remote 
control* the machine had aeen controlled with a cable 
controller for a long period of time. .The change over 
to radio remote control thus emphasised the advantages 
mentioned earlier.
1) It has proved much more reliable than the cable 
controller (the chief problem with the cable con­
troller was caused by damage to the cable).
2) It did not restrict the movement of the operator, 
but allowed him to position himself at the best 
vantage point.
3) It saved time wasted in threading the new cable 
round props, and thus improved productiv ity.
The second is the fact that it has been found very 
important to ensure reliable operation of the system 
under actual conditions before it is handed over to 
the mining personnel for continuous use on the machine.
C H A R T E R  7
DISrUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This dissertation has concentrated on certain reject? 
related to the design of a number of prototye i xdio con­
trol systems. As is evident from the preceding chapters, 
there are many areas which could have been investigated 
in more detail, however the emphasis in this project has 
always been placed on providing successful and timely 
solutions to practical problems. These practical appli­
cations have provided a very good "test bed" for evalu­
ating radio remote control techniques. Although the 
experimental mechanised mining stope at Doorniontein 
Gold Mine is a specialised stope, the same techniques 
and equipment could have widespread applicability in a 
normal mining environment. It has been the purpose of 
the project to provide techniques and prototype equip­
ment. The next phase of the work will be involved with 
refining and expanding the techniques and equipment to 
provide commercially /iable equipment which can be ap­
plied in a conventional mining environment.
7.1. Retrospective Review
It is worthwhile to take a retrospective view of the 
techniques and yatems discussed here. This will help 
to highlight the salient points which have come to light 
during the preceding chapters.
In simple systems such as the two channel monorail sys­
tem, there is no doubt that the simple two tone scheme 
of encoding provides probably the most elegant solution. 
It is designed a round readily available components and 
the circuitry has proved very reliable and simple to
maintain. The phase locked loop tone decoders are very 
immune to noise and as mentioned earlier, they can even 
operate with a negative input SNR.
The choice of EM over SSB was based on the comparison 
given in Chapter 3. This choice has been borne out by- 
work done at the Chamber of Mines Research Laboratories 
in comparing EM and SSB practically for voice communi­
cation. This work has shown that for / = 1, ™  exhibited 
a noticeable improvement over SSB when the signal was 
strong whilst SSB showed no usable^advantage over FM 
when the input signals are weak
In retrospect, the duplication of decoding circuitry and 
relays are not necessary as the decoders have proved 
that they are stable and free from spurious outputs.
The enclosures have proved very robust and have survived 
remarkably well, despite very rough handling. In the 
earliest prototype monorail systems the printed circuit 
boards were not coated and these boards have given prob­
lems as a result of components or tracks eventually cor­
roding away. The switch assembly has proved extremely 
reliable in contrast with "mi 1-spec" switches which 
sometimes did not last more than a few days.
Very satisfactory results have been achieved with medium 
frequencies, however the only problem encountered was 
with the robustness of the loop antenna and the feeder 
cable connecting it to the portable transmitter. The 
alternative antenna discussed in Chapter 5 was a vast 
improvement and gave an MTBF of about 6 months (which 
was acceptable) . It is evident that a built in antenna 
or a robust smgll helical antenna would be preferable. 
This is not possible at medium frequencies where the 
range must be more than 10 m to c0 m. For this reason, 
VHE and UHF propa(l iticn underground is being investigated.
From preliminary tests UHF propagation appears very 
promising,even over ranges of the order of 100 m and 
round bends.
Another aspect which was not given a lot of thought 
dur1@; the early stages of the project was self test 
features, and the provision of simple "go/no go" test 
equipment with radio remote control equipment. -hese 
two arpects are very important since it has been found 
that equipment is often reported as being faulty, when 
actually the fault lies elsewhere. This is time con­
suming and wasteful of manpower and should he avoided 
if possible. Another aspect which could receive more 
attention in the future is the choice of tone frequen­
cies. This would become imperative if these systems 
were to bo used on a large scale. This would necosoi 
tate careful selection of tone frequencies and sequences 
in order to minimise chances of intermodulation causing 
erronecus operation.
For the multichannel system many of the above comments 
are also applicable. UHF transmission is obviously 
very attractive for this application since the range 
is small. The rugged sma-x "helical spring" antennas 
would definitely be an advantage particularly in place 
of the ferrite iod antenna since it is small and robust 
and would be less vulnerable.
The problem with the period averaging tone decoders 
has been discussed and the only comment to be made here 
is that a clear understanding and knowledge of the en­
vironment and conditions under which it will operate 
is imperative. Had this been done beforehand this 
problem may ntye, have occurred.
Another point to always bear in mind is that complicating 
the design beyond that of your immediate requirements 
can pose problems since it is clear that the more compli­
cated the system is, the more chance there is of some­
thing failing. The multi-channel system is a case in 
point. The requirement was for 13 channels not 64. The 
system could have therefore been designed to provide 16 
channels. This would nave enabled the tone encoding to 
have been reduced to 4 tones rather than 6, resulting in 
a definite reduction in the possibility of a failure to 
decode a valid tone sequence.
Ferrite rod antennas proved very satisfactory as recei­
ving antennas, and worked well in close proxim ty to the 
steelwork of the machine.
Both systems provided adequate fail-safe operation. The 
modularity of the design has also enabled the same cir­
cuitry to be used for different applications.
. 2 . Conclusion
It can be concluded that tone encoded remote control sys­
tems are very suitable for use underground. They have 
provided fail-safe, reliable operation over long periods 
of time (a number of years). Careful circuit analysis 
and design, together with thorough testing of the cir­
cuitry paid dividends. Attention must also be paid to 
mechanical details. The use of rugged. "hoseproof" enclo­
sures proved worthwhile. It was found that the provision 
of reliable switches and rugged antennas was also impor­
tant.
This work has'shown the applicability and usefulness of 
radio remote control in a number of rather specialised 
applications. The equipment was well received by mining 
oersonne1 who very quickly appreciated its advantages.
Although it was not possible to provide figures, every 
one involved with the use of the radio remote control 
systems was unanimous in agreeing that production was 
definitely increased, whilst safety and working condi­
tions were improved. The systems vere definitely more 
reliable and easier to use than the cable systems tney 
replaced. Maintenance problems were minimised by the 
fact that the system was modular - faulty boards could 
quickly be isolated and replaced with spare boards.
Spare systems were kept underground and were used to 
replace faulty systems.
This project thus achieved the goal initially laid gov/..
- to prove that radio remote control could successfully 
be applied underground in gold mines, and therefore pa. 
the way to widespread use of remote control in miring.
7.3. Suggestions for Future Work
Integrated circuits, specifically designed tor use in 
remote control are now available. Although a number 
were available at the time when these projects were in 
the design stages, they were found unsuitable. However, 
some of the more recent ones may well be very suitable, 
and could reduce circuit complexity and cost if they 
were incorporaced.
For the next generation mu 11i-channel system it is recom- 
menued that a digital, microprocessor controlled design 
be utilised. A microprocessor controlled digital system 
would prove far more flexible and would also provide de­
cision making capabilities which could prove very useful. 
This capability could have been put to g^ad use in the 
multi-channel impact ripper system. The intermittent ope­
ration of the decoders in the presence of noise could very 
easily have been handled. Error checking and correction 
could have been incorporated or redundant transmissions
introduced. If one technique did net work, alternative 
approaches could have been tried. All these improve 
ments to the system would be carried out by means of 
software updates. Where proportional control is required, 
this is far more easily incorporated 'nto a digital sys­
tem.
A radio remote control system based on the Intel 8748 
"single chip computer" is being developed a* present.
The system will control a rock loader machine and pro­
vide proportional control. One of the reasons for choo­
sing the 8748 is the possibility of future availability 
of low-power CMOS versions of this microprocessor or 
other members of the same family (e.g. romless 8035) .
The whole system has been designed with battery opera­
tion in mind, and low-power CMOS circuitry was therefore 
used wherever possible.
This project has shown that radio remote control can 
successfully be applied underground. ' e logical follow- 
up would be to conduct an exhaustive survey of possible 
applications of remote control underground, locking for 
those which would benefit from such a system. Those 
which would have widespread use should be singled out 
since these would then help to define more clearly the 
design approach to be adopted. tl.is point other
aspects, such as cost effectiveness, would become impor­
tant.
The large scale of mining activity in this country, not 
only in the gold industry, certainly warrants further 
work being carried out on this subject.
---oOo--
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DBSIGN ANALYSIS OF TONE ENCODER AND DECODER CIRCUITS
Al.1. Two Tone Sequential Encoder
Referring to figure A5.1. (see appendix j) the two tone
sequential tone encoder is made up of Q1, I( 1, Q7, and 
Q8. Q1 oscillates triggering timer 1 in IC1 (556).
This gives a high (Vcc) output switching on Q7 (TWIN-T 
oscillator 1). As the output of timer 1 goes low, it 
triggers timer 2 (via C4) thus switching on Q3 (rw, ,-T 
oscillator 2). The two TWIN-T oscil'ators are thus 
sequenced with the tones, combined by C21 R40 and C22/ 
R41. Channel 1 is selected when SI is closed (R36 and 
R46 determine the two tones for this case). Channel 2 
is selected when S2 is closed. (R37 and R4/ determine 
the two tones for this case). The period of oscillator 
Q1 is set For the desired response time (i.e. 500 ms).
The periods of timer 1 and timer 2 are each set at halt 
the transmission time (t of 158 ms). (N.Q. the actual 
circuit diagram values give a transmission time of 
200 ms, as used in the prototype system). Appendix 7 
gives the data sheet of a 556 timer, from which the 
formula for the timeout can be obtained.
The frequency of oscillation of a TWIN-T network is given
and the circuit is as shown in £ igu i e /.L.l
C D  *
#
<1 ci.
TWIh’-T N'e tw< ■:
Figure A1.1.
*
A1. 2 . Two Tone •uenti:. 1 coder
With the addition of only one diode, two 567 tone deco- 
0  ders can be interconnected to provide sequential tone
decoding. The circuit diagram is given with the data 
sheet for the XR-567 (AN-08 figure IB - see later in 
this appendix). As mentioned, 73 or tne tone 1 decoder 
0  is made large enougn to delay turn-ot f of the tone 1
decoder to give the tone 2 decoder time to decode its
tone.
0  To show the calculation procedure, circuit values are
calculated below.
Assuming tone 1 = 3,i5 KHz
ard tone 2 = 4,05 KHz
the tone 1 decoder component values are obtained as
follows (see data sheet later in this appendix).
and the circuit is as shown in figure .1.1.
TWIN-T NeL..'or k 
Figure A1.1.
A1.2. Tw o  Tone Sequential Decoder
With the addition of only one diode, two 567 tone deco­
ders can be interconnected to provide sequential tone 
decoding. The circuit diagram is given with the data 
sheet for the XR-567 (AN-08 figure IB - see later in 
this appendix). As mentioned, C3 of the tone 1 decoder 
is made large enough to delay turn-off of the tone 1 
decoder to give the tone 2 decoder time to decode its
To uhow the calculation procedure, circuit values are 
calculated below.
the tone 1 decoder component values are obtained as
follows (see data sheet later in this appendix).
tone.
Assuming tone 1 
and tone Z
3,15 KHz 
4,0: KHz
BW 1070 j V i
whec6 V. = in signal amplitude (volts rm.^ /
1
and C , = capacitance in yw. F
and BW ■ bandwidth of tone decoder (%)
Letting C„ = 1,5 ^  F (see figure A 5.4.)
B W  = 1070 /  ■ ■— — -- 3-----------  "
V (3,15 x 10J) (1,5)
(as given in table 
4.4.)
The recommended value for C^ is ^  ZCg 'for a normal 
single tone decoding), however in practice, since i ^ i- 
imperative to ensure th,.t there are no false outputs,
C 3 3  3C2 was found to be satisfactory (experimental!'/) .
For the tone 1 decoder C 3 4, was found suitable.
A1.3. Six Tone Sequential incoding and Decoding
A pair of integrated circuits made by Consumer Micro­
circuits (Fx 207 and FX 307) is ideally suited to tone 
encoding and decoding applications, particularly where 
faster response and moie channels are required. As 
mentioned in chapter 3, these devices provide a 3-tone 
sequence (thus giving 8 charnels). To obtain more 
channels, two devices were sequenced such that the two 
outputs combined provided a 6-tone sequence, thus giving 
64 possible channels. !1he circuit for the six tone
c iqusntial tone encoder is shown in figure A 6 .2. in 
ppendix 6. IC2 provides t h 2 first group of 3 tones and 
IC3 the second group of 3 tones. As mentioned in chapter 
• , the control switches are connected to points within 
a 8 x 8 matrix. IC2 transmits the 3 bit "row address" 
whilst IC3 transmits the 3 bit "column address". The 
transmit enable (TXENBL) input initiates the transmission 
if the 6 tone sequence when a p u :abutton is being pressed
O' .11 the component values for the FX207 encoders 
an be calculated, the overall timing related to the 6 
ine sequence must be determined. Considering one FX 207 
timing requirements are as shown in figure Al.2.
1
-— r
1 1
t 1
1— r1 1• t1 1
’ _ = Transmission
Period
= Quiescent 
Period
where T
X 207 timing requirements 
Figure Al.2.
have
P
rxp 3T.
transmission tone per iod
(I)
the FX 307 to clear down after reception of a valid 
to 10 sequence.
Qxp
1,5 G. . (2)
where G = 2T
P K
Substituting (3) in (2)
(3)
/#
A 1 . 5
This is the requirement for one FX207, however the sys 
tern utilises two FX 207 integrated circuits sequenced 
to give a 6 tone sequence. Since the second 3 tone grwjp 
code utilises different frequencies (and therefore a 
different receiver) to the first 3 tone group code, the 
quiescent period after the first 3 tone group code can 
overlap with the transmission of the second group code.
Now since
xp
3 T xp
Thus, even if there was no quiescent period, the trans­
mission of the second 3 tone group code gives the first 
3 tone group code receiver time to clear down (and vice 
versa) .
Since simultaneous transmission of different group codes 
is to be avoided, we must allow some small quiescent 
period Qxr_. between the two 3 tone group codes and Qxp2 
after the second 3 tone group code. Tne timing for the 
overall 6 tone sequence is therefore as shown in figure 
A1.3.
rinf fmr Ccr%)
4-> »
« ;:y.-
_VLL_ -X - |
6 Tone Sequence Timing 
Figure Al.3.
The major sourcg of error is the production error on the 
tolerance of the constant for T^ (i.e. 0,63). This can 
fall in the range 0,6 to 0,7. We are interested in errors 
where Tr is longer, therefore:-
*
Al. 6.
error in T
0,7 - 0,63 x 100
0,63
= n ,  n
Now Txp 3T
% error in T
Q
and Qx
xp
'xpl = ^xpl
1/3 T,
3 x 11,11 
= TP1
 ^ 33,3%
'xp2 " * xp2 p2
(N.B. Since 2% resistors and capacitors are to be used 
their contribution the error is small in comparison 
with the above error).
Therefore the total channel time slot is:-
CTS 4TPi + 4Tp2
The minimum value for the coefficient (i.e. 0,6) could 
only have an effect on the number of cycles (per tone) 
transmitted, however this will be compensated for by 
transmitting extra cycles ov^r and above the required 
10 cycles.
First, non-harmonically related tone frequencies must be 
chosen. The recommended bandwidth of 8% will be used.
maximum frequency of 6 KHz will be used (actual max. 
limit is 7 KHz). The tone frequencies, together with 
component values as shown in table Al.l.
f(KHz)
BW
(Hz)
fCH
(KHz)
lcl !
(KHz)
R
(K )
C1 or C2 
(pF)
Group 5,952 476 6190 5714 120k + 0k 1000
Code 5,494 440 5714 5274 120k + 10k 1000
1
5,030 402 5231 4829 120k + 22k 1000
Group 4,591 367 4774 4407 150k + 5k6 1000
Code 4,153 332 4319 3987 150k + 22k 1000
2
3,779 302 3930 3628 150k + 39k 1000
Tone Frequencies and 
Related Components 
Table Al.l.
Thus we have the following minimum frequencies (^^in^
group code 1 f^ n = 5,0 3^  r.Hz 
group code 2 fm £n = 3 , 779__KH_z
In order to allow for impulsive noise interference and 
also component tolerances, 20 cycles of each tone will 
be transmitted.
P fmin
4T , = 4 x < 20 — r ~ )
= 15,9 ms
Pi 5,030 x 10J
4T = 4 x ( 20 3 ) = 21,2 ms
p2 3,779 x 10J
CTS = 4rPi + 4?p2
= 15,9 + 21,2 = 37,1
Referring to the keyboard encoder module (figure A6.1.) 
one half of IC10 provides a TXGAT (transmit gate) output 
which "gates"1 the transmitter power amplifier on when 
it is required ''to transmit a code. This TXGAT output is 
therefore equal to CIS
Al. 8
Now
TXGAT = CTS 
T = 1,1 RC (£or the 556 - see data in appendix
Letting C = C , 15 /.t F
R
37.1 x 10-3
1'1C 1,1, x 0,15 x 10
-o
= 224 ,8 k
use R 220 k Si
Since the first FX 207 must still have a' transmission 
delay set (i.e. TV) 700/cs is arbitrarily chosen (10 
times the minimum).
Since 
and we let al
'dl
= 0,7RdCj
= 100 k
0,01/- F
= 0,7 (100 x 1CJ) f0,01 x 10“6)
= 700 /4.5
The second group code is delayed by
■d2 “ 4Tpl + Tdl
= 15,9 + 0,7 = 16,6 ms
Trying C^2 = 0 ,15 F
Rd 2 "__ d2
o77cd2
use Rd2
16,6 x 10-3
0,7 (0,15 x 10~6)
158 k A
150k + 8 k2
The tone period# are
pl
‘P2
20
5,030 x 10 
20
3,779 x 10J
= 3,9 8 ms
5,29 ms
Trying Ctl = '0,033 F
Rtl ' Tpl = 3,98
0,63Ctl " 0,63 x 0 ,033 x1Q-6
= 191,4 x 103
use "• 180 k + 12 k
Trying C t2 = 0 ,033y*F
lt2 = TP 2
:t2
= T - _ 5,29 x 10"3
0,63 0,63 x 0,033 x 10 6
= 254,4 x 10 3 
use = 220 k + 33k
The receiver gate period ntu'st be 2T^
Try Csl = 0 , 0 68^ F
rs1 - zfpi = : <3-98 x 10'3>
0,63 C<.1 0,63 x 0,068 x 10 6
= 185,8 x 103
use R , = 180k + 6k8s 1------- --- — '
and Try = 0,068 yu, F
r = 2T „ 2 (5,29 x 10"")
5 2  £2_  " — --------------
0,63 C ,2 0 ,63 x 0 ,068 x 10*6
= 247,0 x 103
use R . , = 220 k + 27 k
The group code 2 receiver (see fig A6.7) output is gated 
externally £0 .ensure that the second set of 3 times fol­
lows immediately, on from the first group. This gate 
period must be at least 4T^ , (i.e. 21,2 ms)
let GP T ■ 25 ms
/A 1.9
Trying =
Rtl =
"0,033 /\.F
JZl 3 98
0,63Ccl
use Rtl
0,63 x 0,033 x ^q-
191,4 x 103 
180 k + 12 k
Trying Ct2 = 0 ,0 33
Rt2
5,29 x 10-3
0,63 Ct2
use Rt2
0,53 x 0,033 x 10
254,4 x 103 
223 k + 33k
-6
The receiver gate period must be 2T_ 
Try 1 = 0 ,068
2T
si J2l
0,63 Csi
use R
and Try
Rs2
si
0,068 xi F 
2T
2 (3,98 x 10’3) 
0,63 x 0,068 x 10
18 5,8 x 103 
= 180k t 6k8
-6
-22.
0,63 Cs;
2 (5,29 x 10"3)
C,63 x 0,068 x 10”6
use Rs2
= 247,0 x 10-*
= 120 k + 27 k
The group code 2 receiver (see fig A6.7) output is gated 
externally £0 .ensure that the second set of 3 times fol­
lows immediately, on from the first group. This gate 
period must be at least 4T , (i.e. 21,2 ms)
let GPEXT 25 ms
»Al.10
Trying C = 0,15 ^
R = 25 x 10 3
1,1 x 0,15 x 10 
= 151,5 x 103
use R = 150 k
As mentioned earlier, to ensure jitter free control (i.fc. 
no momentary loss of an output due to noise) two trans­
missions will be sent within the response time of 300 ms. 
This ensures that a channel only de-activates when 2 con 
secutive transmissions are lost.
1,1 Cp 1,1 x 0,47 x 10 6
= 290 k
use R = 270 k + 18 k
Coupled with this, the decoder must be set at 300 ms.
This analysis has outlined all major calculations involved 
in designing the multi-channel Impact Ripper System tone 
encoders and decoders.
This time in the transmitter is called the recycle time. 
It is set at 150 ms.
Trying CR = 0 , 47/*. F
R_ = TR = 150 x 10'3
 oOo--
i
Monolithic Tone Decoder
selection of lour exlcf.ijl components . ,
E E E S = — E E E ~ 5 S = H 5 “ = . ,
center frequency
F E A T U R E S
Bandwidth adjustable from 0 to 14
L o g ic  compatible output with 1 0 0  m \  unenl smkmu
capability
Highly stable center Irrquvncs
C e n te r  frequency advasiahte from 0 0 1  H / t o  MJOkHr 
Inherent immurutv to laC signals 
High rejection of out-ol band signals uid n us 
Frequency range adjustable over 20 I range by external 
res is to r
a b s o l u t e  m a x i m u m  r a t i n g s
Power Supply
Power Dissipation ( package limitation I 
Ceramic package ^
Derate above ♦25 <
Temperature
Operating
XR-5b7N
XR-567CN/567CP
Storage
10 volta
385 m W  
5 0 mW/°C
-5$°C to ♦12$°C 
0C to +70°C 
-6$°C to ♦! 50°C
a p p l i c a t i o n s
Touch-Tone® Decoding 
Sequential Tone Decoding 
Communications Paging 
Ultrasonic Remote ( ontroi and Monitoring
E Q U I V A L E N T  SC H E M  1C D IA G R A M
n r i i T
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A V A IL A B L E  TYPES
Part Number
XR-567M
XR-567CN
XR-567CP
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>,-L ^
Package Operating Temperature
Ceramic
Ceramic
Plastic
-55°C to +1 25° C 
0°C to +75°C 
O'Cto +75°C
F U N C T IO N A L  B L O C K  D IA G R A M
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Figure 1 Functional Block Diagram
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XR-5 S7
Monolithic Tone Decoder
s v le u t io n  of four exlvnul vomnonvnts . ,
center frequency
F E A T U R E S
B j n d W l i l l l i  a d | U < l j h l v  f r .  n 0  l o  I 4
Logic com pet,Me output *Uh 100 mA current smkmg
cjnjhility
Highly siahlv center frequence
Center frequency jdmcuhle Irom 0 01 H/to '0(lkH/ 
Inherent immuniix o Idlse signulc 
High rejection of out-oi hand M g n . i l  md noi-v 
Frequency range ad,uMjhk- over 20 I range by e-.ernal 
resistor
applications
Tourh-Tone'D Decoding 
Sequential Tone Decoding 
Communications Paging 
Ultrasonic Remote-Control and Monitoring
A B S O L U T E  M  A X IM U M  R A T IN G S
Power Supplv
•‘ower Dissip.'lion (package limitation) 
Ceramic package
Derate above +25 (
Temperature
Operating
XR-5h7N
XR-567CN/S67CP
Storage
10 volts
385 mW
5 0 m W /eC
-55°C to +1 25°C 
0° to  +70°C 
-6$eC to +1 50eC
a v a i l a b l e types
Part Number
XR-567M
X R -567C N
XR-567CP
Package
Ceramic
Ceramr
Plastic
Operating Temperature
- 5 5 ° C to + l2 5 °  C 
0°C  to -r750C 
0 ° C to + 7 5 ° C
F U N C T I O N A L  B L O ( 'K  D IA G R A M
E Q U I V A L E N T  S C H E M A T IC  1)1 A f .R  AM
Figure 1 Functional Block Diagram
J
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Test Conditions: V ^ +5V. Ta - 25i*C, unless otherwise
specified. Test circuit of Figure ..
CHARACTERISTICS
GENERAL
Supply Voltage Range
Supply Current
Quiescent XR-567 
XR-567C 
Activated XR-567 
XR-56'C
Output Voltage
Negative Voltage at Input
Positive Voltage at Input
L IM IT S
TYP MAX
UNITS CONDITIONS
4 75 9 0 V dc
6 a mA
7 10 mA
11 13 m A
12 15 mA
15 V
-10 V
VcC + 0 5 V
RL = 20 kl2 
Rt - 20 kfi 
RL - 20 kL2 
RL = 20 kf2
: Highest Center Frequency 100 500
kHz
Center Frequency Stability 
Temperature T,\ = 25 C 
; 0 < T x  <70°C 
j -55 < Fa <>-125eC
35
±60
±140
ppm/°C 
"ppm/ ’C 
ppm/°C
See Figure 9 | 
See Figure 9 
See Figure 9
| Supply Voltage 
;. XR-567 
’l XR-567C
0 5
0 7
10
2.0
%l\
tyV
f0 = 100 kH' i! 
f,. • 100 kHz ______ 1
1] Largest Detection Bandwidth 
j XR-567 
j XR-567C
,3
10
14
14
16
18
fo of f0 
% of f0
fQ * 100 kHz i 
fQ = 100 kHz
\ Largest Detection Bandwidth Skew 
S XR-567 
j XR-567C
1
3
7- of fo 
* Ot fo
Largest Detection Bandwidth Variation 
j Temperature 
i Supply Voltage
±0 1 
±2
T/4C
%/v
V m  = 300 mV rms 
V,n = 300 mV rms
INPUT
Input Resistance
Smallest Detectable Input Volt.ge 
Largest No-Outn it Input Voltage 
Greatest Simultaneous Outband Signal 
to Inband Signal Ratio 
Minimum Input Signal to Wideband 
Noise Ratio
O U T P LT
Output Saturation Volt .ge
Output Leakage Current 
Fastest ON-OFF Cycling R He 
Output Rise Time 
Output Fall Fime
10
20 kid
20 25 m V
15 m V
*6 dB
—6 dll
0  2 0 4 V
0 6 1 0 V
0 0 1 25 qA
fo/2 0
150 ns
30 ns
11 * 100 m X. h = to 
11 $ 100 m X. tj - fo
Bn * HO kHz
= <0 m X. Vin = 25 mV rms 
|( = 100 mA. V,n 25 mV rms
rl Son 
r i “ son
DEFINITION OF XR • 567 PARAMETERS 
CENTER FREQUENCY f0
fn is the free-running frequency of the currenKontioiled 
oscillator with no input signal It is determined by resistor K i 
between pins 5 and b, and capacitor C| from pm b to ground 
f0 can be approximated by ,
where R i is in ohms and C | is in farads 
DETECTION BANDWIDTH (BW)
The detect ion ba ndw id th is the frequency range centered 
about fn within which an input signal larger than the thr-s mid 
voltage (typically 20 rnV rmsl will cause a logic zero state at 
the output T* e detection handwidth corresponds to the cap 
lure range of the PL I and is determined by the tow-pass band­
width filter The bandwidth of the filter, as a percent of f0. van 
be determined by the approximation
, V
BW = l'> 71,
where V, is the input signal m volts, rms. and L ; is the capac i­
tance at pm 2 in pF
LARGEST DETECTION BANDWIDTH
The largest de tect ion bandw idth  is the larges, frequency range 
within which an input signal above the threshold oliage v nl 
cause a logical zero state a. the output The max.tnum de,e 
tion bandwidth corresponds to the lock range ot the I c
DETECTION BAND SKEW
The detect ion band skew is a measure of how a, uratel the 
largest detection band is centered about the enter frequency, 
f0. It is defined as lfmax + fn m  fo)/fo- t'ere 'max an(l 
fmin arc the frequencies corresponding to the edges of th, 
defection band If necessary. the detection band skew can be 
reduced to zero by an optional centering adjustment (See 
Optional Controls)
DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CONTROLS 
OUTPUT FILTER CjlPinl)
Capacitor Ci connected from pm I to ground forms a ample 
low-oass post de tect ion filter to eliminate spurious outputs 
due to out-of-band signals The time constant of the Idler L in 
he expressed as T3 = R 3C3. where R3 <4 7 kU> is the internal 
impedance at pin I
The precise value of ('3 is not critical for most apph, ations 
To eliminate the possibility of false triggering by ipurmuss.g 
nals, it ■ recommended that Cj he ^  2C] where C; is the 
loop filter capacitance at pm 2
If the value of C 3 becomes too large the tu rn  on or .u rn -o f /  
time of the output stage will be delayed until the voltage 
change across C 3 reaches the threshold Y oil age .,1 certain
at the output (Pin 8)
T h e  a v e r a g e  voltage (during lock) a. pm I is a funAion ol the 
inband input amplitude m accordance with the given transfer 
characteristic
LOOP FILTER - t’2 (Pm 2)
Capacitor C2 connected from pm 2 to ground serves as a single 
pole, low-pass filter for the I'LL portion of the XR-5b The 
filter time constant is given by T] = R:C2. where R i  < 10 k .U  
is the impedance at pm 2
The selection of Cs is determined by the detection bandwidth 
requirements, as shown in Figure 6 For additional information 
see section on "Definition of XR-567 Parameters
The voltage at pm 2. the phase detector output, •$ a lineai 
function of freqv.ncy over the range of 0 95 to I 05 l0, with a 
slope of approximately 20 mV/% frequency deviation
IN P U T (Pin 3 )
The input signal is applied to pm 3 through a coupling capaci­
tor This terminal is internally biased at a dc level 2 volts a, ve 
ground, and has an input impedance level of approximately
20 kS2
T IM IN G  R E S IS T O R  R , sN D  C A P A C IT O R  C , (Pins 5 and 6)
The senler frequency of the decoder is set by resistor R | 
between pins 5 aryd b. and capacitor C| from pm 6 to ground, 
as shown in Figure 3
Pm S is the oscillator sqcareware output which has a magnitude 
01 approximately VC( - I 4V and an average d' level of 
Vr( '2 A I kfi load may be driven from this point .he vo, 
lage at pm h is an exponential triangle waveform with a peak- 
to peak amplitude of I volt and an average dc level of V(-C/. 
(inly high ,mp-dance loads should be connected to pm b to 
avoid disturbing the temperature stability or duty cycle of t e
XR-567
*#, 1* top en#
Figure 2 XR-567 Test Circuit
XR-567
jmr
VvV
Figure X R -567 Connection Diagram
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lYPICAI CHARACTERISTIC CURVES
\
V«
i i
NO LOAD O N  C.VHA6 H
O u i t K I N r c u n n t N i
5  »  » •
S U f» L V  V O lT A O t  V O L T S
' re 4. Supply Current Versus 
Supply Voluge
fcT iTw«ir
•K) T
BASOWlOfM - X OF fy
Figure m d w id th  Versus Inpu' 
Signal A m p l i t u d e
I I
0 *—  
IOOMi , K M , 10 « M , 100 X H I
(.ENTER FREQUENCY
Figure 5 Largest Detection B nd- 
width Versus Oper ig 
Frequency
S A N O O lO tH  A f  M  C I
1
Figure H Bandwidth Variation 
With Temperature
4 S ~ »o s» «o * * '0
> U F R ir  V O L tA G E  V O L T *
Figure 10 Temperature Coefficient 
of Center Frequency 
(Mean and S D )
, , , s >0 »  JO M  SO IOO
csn* fetuulNCY >H*
Figure II. Power Supply Depend 
ence of< enter 
Frequency
I l io u i* 16
!«• O W I O T H  - X  q M g
Figure 6. Detection Bandwidth as a 
Function of ( -> and L j
> 10 
If
I 10
* I 0
I 0
; io
; 20 
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u  4 0
|
1
Vcc* ,,tv\
J L
7
f 1 vc c .s:sv1 1 7
VCC • T ov
\
■i — i r ■ —
1 ....-L
T E N F IR A T U R I  Z)
Figure d. Frequency Drift With 
T em pera tu re
b a w w o t m  L " w m - j  
* =1
ANOWtOTM I MlTtO IV
E X T E R N A L  e i S l i T O R
M s  M l M C l
2 1 4 *  10  2 0  JO 4 0 * 0  100
B A N tTW lO TH  1% o# <^ 1
Figure 12. Greatest Number of 
Cycles Before Output
H H M M I
LOGIC O U T P U T  (Pin 81
rut ,< jn un.nmmiltrd.-han-.olUxtor'> ^ v r  ttanstst.'f , aPa-
hie ol ^ tU h.nF htgh current loads The current level at the 
output is determined hs an external load resistor. Kl . con­
nected from pm 8 to the positive supply
When an m-hand s i g n a l  is present, the output transistor at pm S
swines are needed. R l .  can he c o n n e c te d  to  a supp lv  vo l la fn  
V + .  h ig h e r  than  he V(c  supply F o r  safe o p e ra t io n ,
Vt- ^  20 volts     _________ _
INPUT
OUTPUT
Snoo"i« 10 T «  " V  -m, TOO. W.-I1
PL ■ 100 ohw
OUTPUT
R«60"» IC W-» owl '<« W>" "•lh """
« l - T 0 0 o ~ M
No w • IPO M»
"Jure 13 Typical Response
O P E R A T IN G  I N S !  R U C T IO N S  
S E L E C T IO N  OF E X T E R N A L  C O M P O N E N T S
eEEEEEEESEL:.
' l l i i i l l E r
minimum value for ( 3 is - < 2 
passes the threshold value
p r i n c i p l e  o f  o p e r a t i o n
B l I B S S S r
g # m #
s w i t c m n g  1 0 0  m A  l o a d s
l U i E
hy the output filter capacitor. ( 3
O P T IO N  A L  C O N T R O L S  
PROGRAMMING
npn transistors 
SPEED OF RESPONSE
■ ■ t
time will not he achievable
„ h ,.h  10 i l l  in fo rm ltio n  l ia m l . t  rale o f (o f!
b,Ud r 130 c -260
C 3 - f—  . t-1
O
to the threshold voltage. Sensitivity to beat frequencies, not. 
and extraneous signals, however, will be increased
AT .16.
)
)
fipjre 14. Optional Sensitivity Connections 
C H A T T E R
When the value of C 3 is small, the lock transient and ac com­
ponents at the lock Jetec'or output rnav cause the utput stake 
to move through its thresh s|d more than once, resulting in out­
put chatter
Although ,ome loads, such as lamps and relays will not respond 
to chatter, logic may interpret shatter as a series of output sig­
nals Chatter can he eliminated by feeding a pottion ot the 
output back to the input (pm I) or. by increasing the size of 
capacitor C 3 Generally, the feedback method is pret-.-rrjd 
since keeping C3 small will enable faster operation Three 
alternate schemes for shatter prevention are shown in 
Figure 15 Generally, it is only necessary to assure that the 
feedback time constant does not get so large (h it it prevents 
operation at the highest anticipated speed
"0»? 0*AI w a W t 
j * # #  v * t , u t  C i
* -w» «
• ci
,54-’ — 4
Figure 15 Methods of Reducing < hat'er
SKEW ADJUSTMENT
The circuits shown in Figure 16 in be used to change the 
position of the detection hand (capture rangel within the 
larg-st detection hand (or lock range) By moving the dele 
Hon hand to either edge of the lock range input signal vana 
,10ns will expand the detectu n hand in one direction only 
Since R 3 also has a slight effect on the duty cycle, this 
approa h may be useful to obtain a precise duty cycle when 
the circuit is used as an osvllator
O U T P U T  L A T C H IN G
In order to latch the output of the XR <•>' "on" alter a signal 
is received, it is necessary to include a feedback resistor around 
the output stage, between pm H and pm I is shown in 
Figure I 7 Pm I is pulled up to unlatch the output stage
Figure lt> Connections to Reposition Detection Band
Figure 17 Output Latching
B A N D W ID T H  R E D U C T IO N
I he bandwidth of the XR 't>7 can he reduced by either increas­
ing capacitor O  or reduci ig ihe loop gam Increasing (.3 nav 
be an undesirable solution since this will also reduce the damp­
ing of the loop and thus slow the circuit response time 
Figure |M jhows the proper method of reducing the loop gam 
lor reduced bandwidth This technique will improve damping 
and permit faster performance under narrow band operation 
1 he reduced impedance level at pm 2 will require a larger value
of ( s lor a given CUlOH irequer.es
- ►
T«t ■ 1’N «4»eO 4 ,
X)r« », ' « .. vwv • •» )•
. . • »*N - - IS • .
Figure IX Bandwid'h R m
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PR EC \L TIONS
1 The X R - 5 6 7  will lock on signals nrai I 2n + 11 I,, and 
produce an output for signals near (4n + 11 f0. for
n = 0,1.2 - etc Signals at 5 f0 and ^  fu can cause an 
unwanted outpu" and should, therefore, he attenu "d 
before reaching the input of the " in
2 Operating the XR-5r>7 in a reduced bandwidth mode of 
operation at input levels less than 200 mV tms results in 
maximum immunity to noise and out-hand signals De­
creased loop damping, however, causes the worst-sase 
lock-up time to increase as shown by the graph ol 
Figure I 2
3 Bandwidth variations due to changes in the in band signal
amplitude can be eliminated by operating the XR-56 in
the high, input level mode, above 200 mV I he input stage 
is then limiting however, so that out-hand signals or lug i 
noise levels can cause an apparent bandwidth reduction as 
the in-band signal is suppressed In addition, the limited 
input stage will create mhand vomponents from »uh- 
harmonic signals so that the circuit becomes sensitive to 
signals at f0/3. fo'* f,c
4 ( are should be exercised in lead routing and lead lengths 
. should he kept as short as possible Power supply leads
should be properly bypassed close to the integrated circui 
and grounding paths should he carefully determined to 
avoid ground loops and undesirable voltage variations In 
addition circuits requiring heav load currents sh uU 
provided by a separate power supply, or tiller .apjsitors 
increased to minimize supply voltage variations
• a d d i t i o n a l  a p p l i c a t i o n s  
d u a l  t i m e  c o n s t a n t  t o n e  d e c o d e r
For some applications it is important to have a lone de rd,-r 
with narrow bandwidth and fast response time This can <■ 
accomplished by the dual time constant tone de.oder circuit
, s h o w n  m  Figure Id T h e  circuit has two low-pass loop filter
capacitors. C : and C*2 With no input signal present the out 
put at pm 8 is high tranvstor Q| is off, and < ; is switch- d ^ 
out of the circuit Thus the loop low pass filter is comprised 
of O. which can he kept as small as possible for minimum 
resp- nse time
When an m-band signal is detected, the output at pin 8 will
• go low. Ol will turn on, and capacitor ( ; will be switvh,,
in parallel with capacitor C; The low-pa s filter apacit nee 
will then >( ' ♦« 2 The value ol C ] can be uuite large in 
order to achieve narrow bandwidth Notice that during the 
time that no input signal is being received, the bandwidth is 
determined by capacitor ( ]
0 1 ,#
NARROW HAND FM DEMOUULAK iWITMi \RklLR 
DETECT . . v. ,
For FV. demodulation applications where the bandwidth is less 
than lir of the carrier frequency. and XR-56/ c m be used o 
detect the presen.e of the varrn-r signal The output of the 
So? is used to turn oil the FM demodulator when no 
carrier is present, thus acting as a squelch In the circuit shown. 
,an XR-2 I S FM demodulator is used because of its wide dy­
namic range, high signal noise ratio and low distortion I he 
XR 567 will detect the presence of a cai.ier at frequencies up
-O31 W3DULAH- 
OUttU1
6V
NCI
, ;u Narrow Hand I M Demodulator with Carner Detec
DUAL TONE DECODER
In dual tone communication svstems, information is trans­
mitted I s the simultaneous presence of two separate tones at 
the input In such applications two XR 567 units can be con­
nected in parallel, as shown in Figure 21 to form a dual tone 
decoder The resistor and capacitor values of each decoder 
are selected to provide the desired center frequencies and band-
idth requirements
: =‘i
Figure 21 Dual Tone Decoder
Figure 19 Dual Time Constant Tone Decoder
PR EC IS IO N  O S C IL L A T O R
The current-contr vlted oscillator (CCO) section of the XR^ -567 
provides two basic output waveforms as shown in Figure 
The squarewave i ibtained from pm 5 and the exponential 
ramp from pm 6 The relative phase relationships of the wave-
<
<
iAT .18
forms are also provided in the figure. In addition to being used 
as a general purpose oscillator or clock generator, the ( < O can 
also be used ‘or any of the fo'lowmg spei il purpose oscillator 
applications:
I. High-Current Oscillator
The oscillator output of the XR-567 can be amplified using 
the output amplifier and high-current logic output available 
at pin 8 In this manner, the circuit can switch 100 m.X load 
currents without sacrificing oscillator stability A recom­
mended circuit connection for this application is shown in 
Figure 23 The oscillator frequency can be modulated over 
ib% in frequency by applying a control voltage to pm .
2 Oscillator with Quadrature Outputs
Using the circuit connection of Figure 24 the \R Sb ’ can 
function as a precision osciHator with two <epar ate square- 
wave outputs fat pins 5 and 8, respectively) that are at 
near'y quadrature phase with each other Due to the inter­
nal biasing arrangemen' the actual phase shift between the 
two outputs is typically 80°
3 Oscillator with Frequency Doubled Output
The CCO frequency can be doubled bv applying a portion 
of the squarewave output at pin 5 back fa the input at pin 3, 
as shown in Figure 25 In this manner, the quadrature de­
tector functions as a frequency doubler and produces an 
output of 2 fQ at pin 8
Figure 24. Oscillator with Quadrature Output
c, ss ;ec
juinr
r-3 _T cJ l_
-— *AAe—•
_ r
Figure 22 Oscillator Output Waveform Available From 
CCO Section
Top Square Wave Output at Pm 5 
Amplitude - (V*-! 4Vi.pp Avg Value = V+/2 
Bottom kxponential Triangle Wave it Pin 6 
Amplitude - I V pp., Avg. Value = V+/2
f igure 25 Oscillator with Double Frequency Output
FSK DECODING
XR-srs' can he used as a low speed FStv demodulator. In this 
application the center frequency is set u one of the input tre- 
quencies, and the bandwidth is adjusted to leave the second 
frequency out ie the detectum band. When the input signal 
d between the in-hand signal and the >ur- 
>gic state of the output at pm 8 is reversed. 
;he FSK input (f 2 = 3 f 11 and the demodu- 
1 its. With f0 * t s * | kHz The circuit can
is frequency k 
b jn J signal, t 
Figure 2b sir 
lated output s
handle data rules up to I*)/10 baud
1
vCO
¥X r ’
‘ -T L T U
P i
Figure 23. Precision Oscillator to Switch 
100 mA Loads
f igure 2b Input and Output Waveforms for FSK Decoding 
fop Input FSK Signal (t-, * 3f11 
Bottom Demodulated Output
-
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• A p p l i c a t i o n  N o t e  an-os
Dual Tone Decoding with XR-567 and 
XR-2567
IN T R O D U C T IO N
to tone 1 alone.
#  The X R -2 56 7  Dual Tone Decoder can re p U  integra. d tone decoders in this application.
H IG H  SPEED. N A R R O W  B A N D  TO NE DEC O D ER
The circuit o f Figure 1 may he used to obtain a last, narrow  
band tone decoder. The detection bandwidth is achieved by 
o.erlappm g the detection bands o f the two tone decoders. 
Thus, only a tone w ith in  the overlap portion w ill result in an 
output. The input am plitude should be greater than '0  mV 
rms at all tunes to prevent detection band shrinkage and C , 
should he between ! 3 0 / f o and I 3 0 0 /fo mfd where f0 is the 
nominal detection frequency. The small value ot Cj allow, 
operation at the maxunum speed so that worst case output 
delay is only about Id  cycles
T O U C H  T O N E  D E C O D E R
Touch Tone decoding is o f great interest since all sorts ol 
rem >te control applications arc possible it you make use ol 
the encoder (the push-button dial) that will ultim ately he part 
o f every tone. A low cost decoder can he made is shown in 
Figure 2. Seven 567 tone decoders, their inputs connected in 
common to a phone line or acmrstical coupler, drive three 
integrated N O R  gate packages. 1 ach tone decoder is tuned, by 
means o f R , and C , . to one o f the seven tones. The K , re­
sistor reduces the bandwidth to about N " 'o l  I 1111 hiV and s 
at 5() m V  rms. C apacitor C4 decouples the seven units. I f  you  
are willing to settle for a .omewhat slower response at low 
input voltages I 0 to  100 m V rmsi. the bandwidth can he 
controlled in the normal manner by selecting 1 1 . thcteby
eliminating the seven R 2 resistors and C4 . In ’his case. L j  
would he 4.7 m fd for the three lower frequencies or . .2 mfd 
for the four higiv'r frequencies.
The only unusual feature o f  this circuit is the means ot band­
width reduction using the R 2 resistors \s  shown in 'he 5t> 
data sheet under Alternate Method of Bandwidth Reduc­
tion. the external resistor R A can be used to reduce the loop 
gam and. therefore, the bandwidth. Resistor R 2 serves the 
same function as R x except that instead o f going to a voltage 
divider for dc bias it goes to a common point with the six 
other R 2 resistors. In effect, the five 567'$ which are not 
being activated during the decoding process serve as bias volt- 
age sources for the R z resistors o f  the two 5h" s which are 
being activated. Capacitor C , (optional) decouples the ac 
currents at the common point.
LOW COST F R E Q U E N C Y  IN D IC A T O R
1 igure 1 shows how two tone decoders set up with overlapping 
detection hands can he used for a go/no/go frequency meter. 
Unit I is set 6  above the desired s-msmg frequency and unit
2 is set 6 ' below the desired frequency. Now , i f  the incoming 
frequency is w ith in  I V *  o f  the desired frequency, either unit I 
or unit 2 will give an output. It both units are on. it means 
that the incoming frequency is within I > ot the uesired ire 
quency. Three light bulbs and a transistor allow low cost
read o u t.
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S E L E C T I V E  S I G N A L L I N G  D E V I C E S  '07 SERIES
GENERAL D E S C R I P T I O N
The F X  107, FX 207 »nd FX 307 are a powerful and flexible 
(ami Y of high performance monolithic signalling devices, 
based on 3-tone Sequential Code signalling technique?. 
Constructed using MOS/LSI technology, the devices perform  
all frequency discrimination, tone generation ana code timing 
functions on-chip, using simple external CR networks
The fam ily members are FX 107, a tingle code transceiver with  
transponder capability; FX 207, a multi code transmitter with 
logic controlled selection of any one from eight codes and 
FX 307, a multi-code Receiver which decodes 8 different 
input codes and provides an appropriate binary coded output
Transm itter devices generate the programmed Group Code on 
receipt of a logic instruction; Receivers decode Group Codes 
applied to their signal input and operate integral output 
switches when the programmed code/s are received.
Used separately, or in any requked combination, these 
exciting new devices combine high performance with economy 
and simplicity of use; they offer a new state of the art 
approach to applications involving selective signalling between 
tw o or more points, using a common transmission line or radio 
link.
V irtu a lly  any number of outstations can be hooked into the 
comm on line and a variety of instructions signalled to each 
one selectively. Automatic answer back, automatic station 
scanning and station status check functions are very easily 
implemented, and cost barriers previously associated w ith  
complex functions of this type are dramatically reduced
Extensive applications exist for the 07 series in Tele 
communications, Control Signalling. Instrumentation, Auto  
m ation. Process Control and similar fields. Typical examples 
include selective control switching, remote alarm signalling, 
data transmission, selective telem etry, status transpondmg. 
selective paging, intercom systems, vehicle paging and identi­
fication. security systems and numerous similar areas.
Designed for maximum com patib ility, the d*vic>?s employ 
identical frequency discrimination and code timing circuits 
and operate <5n a standard 3-Tone Sequential Code principle. 
Each code consists of three tones, each of different 
consecutive frequency and sent in a pre determined sequence 
(G roup Code).
The operating frequencies and channel' bandwidth capabilities 
of the 07 family are such that upwards of hundreds of 
thousands of unique Group Codes are available to the user 
Another particularly important feature is the extreme sim 
pi,city of setting up and calibrating the code frequencies
All devices are housed in 16 lead ceramic dual in-line packages 
and operate from a single wide tolerance D C. Supply.
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A G -oup C o d , con,,sts Ot a se-cs o. th ree  tones, the fre que nces  use.) 
and their order of transmission determines the rode vain ;
The Group Code system employed for t ,e 0 ;  lam ily operates 
according to the following rules.
All three tones in a Gro...’ Code are of equal.nom m al duration  
(T p i which must be sufficient to allow recognition by a receiver 
Consecutive tones in each Group Code must be of different 
frequency, alternate tones may, however be repeated.
Exam ple frequencies A B.C and A .B .A  are legal codes 
A .A .B  and A.B.B, are illegal codes
A receiver will recognise a correctly addressed code only ,f 
consecut.ve tones m the group are received w ithm  a .pecil.ed
gate period (Receiver Gate Period Gpl
4 A  m inim um  time interval (Quiescent Period O pl must elapse 
between transmission of consecutive Croup Codes, m ord 
avo.d •anas codes", e g false codes based on the run on tone 
sequences present us two consecutive Group Codes.
NOTE Simultaneous transrn -Sion ot different Group Codes over a 
comm on transmission line will m hibtt decoding at the receivers 
being addressed (See notes on Channel Bandw.thl,
possible „  I N  X  N  1 X N 21. W h e r e  N ,s the total number of tones 
available By including legal repeat tones the number of codes r iw . to
rhe 2 0 0 H Z to 3 K H Z  audio transmission range, yielding upwards o 
60 .000  codes
Anri nearest preferred component values may be used
t  o n  f  e c * '& 0  TP (tp > JZ - seconas)
F'N 6 •» • '071
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a n o  e t C i  • t p
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m « 100* n. Sw w . 1% tOl
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Hx GATE P E R IO D  (Gp)
The tone sequence decoding circuits of the 1 0 7 /30 7  receivers include a 
position (FX  307 multi-code receiver), 
to production tolerances of 0 6 to 0  7
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w s m m
production tolerances of 0 G ro 0  >
Q U IES C EN T PE R IO D  (Qp)
The interval, between the last tone of ne Group Code and the first tone 
of the next should not be less than f  ibd Gp. this ensures that all 
receive, tone gates have cleared down when the new code nan,m ission  
commences and avoids abas code switching
To allow lor Gp component tolerances, particularly w ith m ult, station 
system, the general basis O p > V 5  Gp is recommended The rules tor 
mimimum Op may be modified for special applications, e q all station 
, , l l "  ,,nd "station se re arrangements, or where consecutive Group  
Codes employ completely different frequencies
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A 1
TX  TOi. 'E & RX  
C K A L ' f ’ EL FRECUENCIES
•,g. 8 illu itretet *  t v P ' O i t  tone c h m m l P rovidel »d|»c*nt chinneK do 
not overlap, they "dav be spaced ai required A tone frequency "  el 
(ailing between the channel edges (Ca-1'b) s recognised as an inband 
tone
Tone/channel (sequences are determined by resistors R A 'B /C  and 
caoacitors C1ZC2. (See (ig 91
Any on# resistor, togetner with both  capacitors, determines the 
(requency o( the lower edge K b) of a receiver channel or m the case of 
FX  207. the Ireq u en r, of one tone Com mutator switches select each 
resistor in a programmed sequence, thus forming the Group Code
The commutators have a low on' resistance, typically 300 f t  and errors 
between frequency steps depend principally on the rano tolerances 
between RA R 8  AC If required these can he minimised bv including a 
comm on ballast resistor R Z. ratio errors are then reduced by a factor 
R Z where R N  is the incremental resistance of the highest value
pr* mr
path All resistor calculations are based on rnt»l path resistance, 
including any value R Z
Capacitors C 1/C 2 are switched alternately during T *  operation (parallel 
connected for Rx operation) and differences in value may unbalance 
the Tx output waveform. More im portant, unbalanced values may cause 
the FX 107 Tx mode tones to deviate from  the centre of the 
corresponding Rx mode channels, this may cause difficulties in narrow  
channel transponder applications .Pbse/ve the recommended 
tolerances. ,
Note that two capacitors, connected to a common pm, are specified tor 
receiver FX 307 , this assists in system component standardisation (.’ « 
values are not preferred listing) a.id allows channel frequencies to be 
coded simply by standard res -tor values, reqardlr s of device lype 
R A /B /C  and C 1 /C 2  should all be high stability components, nvtal 
oxide resistors 11% to 2 tolerance max ), and polystyrene or good 
grade polycarbonate capacitors are suggested
CK AiJuEL B A N D W I D T H
The bandwidth IBW) of a receiver tone channel is the difference in 
channel edge frequencies I a and f b. expressed as a percentage of Fb. 
BW is independent of operating frequency and is determ ined s.mpiy by 
the ratio of RK1 and R K 2 in fig 10 These resistors fo rm  a potential 
divider applying reference levels to the specified pms.
The difference in the two levels determines BW, the absolute level, as a 
fraction of the supply, controls a constant 'K ' used in frequency 
calculations When REF H I -  60%  of supply, K -  0.7 (as given in the 
formulae for fig 9 ) , subiect to a production tolerance of 1 1% nominal
R K 3 may be used to adiust factor K and offset tolerances in 
components R , C l & C2, thus calibrating one tone channel Frequency 
accuracy of the remaining two channels s then subject basically to 
tolerances 01 the remaining channel resistors. W th transm itter F X 207, 
no BW applies and only one reference level is used (see fig 11), and 
adiustment of K is effected via R V .
Maximum adiustment lim its for reference levels are 45% to 55% of 
supply voltage, yielding K values of 0 6 to 0  8  Resistors used for the 
potential divider should be high stability tvises and the value of R V  just 
sufficient to provide the required adiustment range Convenient values 
lot 107/307 w ould be R K 3 -  8 2K11 fixed resistor plus 4 7 K ft R V
Unless high channel density is mandatory, a BW value providing good 
margins for system tolerances should be adopted, these include 
temperature/supply variations, R A /B /C  tolerances and, to a lesser 
extent. BW component tolerances Values of 6% to 8% are suggested tor 
general use these can yield high code numbers (up to 14 channels/ 
octave) w ith good system operating tolerances.
SPEC IAL  NOTE ON RECEIVERS
The RX frequency selective circuits employ a zero crossing period 
sampling technique which yields very sharp channel de fin itio n , coupled 
with exceptionally high rejection of outband none. The period 
sampling principle means, however, that although it is almost 
impossible lor adjacent channel signals, harmonics and noise to cause a 
false output response, the mixing of two or more frequencies can 
inhibit correct decoding For this reason simultaneous transmission of 
different code groups over a common line should be avoided.
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F,g 8 . 'lu i t r s ie t  » t y p ic j t  lone  channel P rovided adiacent channels do 
not overlap, Ihev may be ipaced as required A tone frequency t< c l 
la llm g  betw een the  channel edges H 'l  f 'b l  n  recognised as an 'm ba nd ' 
tone.
fcn e /ch a n n e l l.rq u e n c ie s  are de term ined by resistors R A /B /C  and 
capacitors C1/C 2. I See fig  91
A ny one resistor together w ith  b o th  capacitors, de term ines i n ­
frequency o f the low er edge If b l o f a receiver channel or ,n the  case ot 
FX 207, the frequency o f one tone C om m uta to r sw itches select each 
resistor in  a program m ed sequence, thus fo rm in g  the G ro up  Code
The co m m uta to rs  have a lo w  on resistance, ty p i .il ly  JGO f t  and errors 
between frequency steps depend p r in c ip a l',  on  the  ra tio  tolerances 
between R A  RB RC I f  required, these can be m in im ised  by in c lu d in g  a 
common ballast resistor R Z, ra tio  errors are then reduced by  a fac to r 
R Z  where RN is the increm ental resistance o f the highest value 
R7'r W
path. A ll resistor ca lcu la tions are based on r pa th  resistance, 
in c lu d in g  any value RZ
C apacitors C 1/C 2 are sw itched a lte rna te ly  d u ring  r»  op e ra tio n  (paralle l 
connected fo r H« ope ra tio n ) and d iffe rences in value m ay unbalance
the T *  o u tp u t w aveform  More im p o rta n t, untw , d values m ay cause
the  FX 107 Tx-m ode tones to  devia te fro m  ihe  centre o f the
corresponom g Rx m ode channels th is  m ay cause d if f ic u lt ie s  in  na rrow  
channel transponder applications J3bse/ve the  recom m ended
tolerances. ,
N ote th a t tw o  capacitors, connected to  a com m on pm , are lecd.eri fo r 
receiver FX 307. th is  assists in  system com p  nent s t.m d a ru sa tio n  (2x 
values are not p re fe rred  lis ting) and a llow s channel frequencies to  be 
coded s im p ly  by standard resistor values, regardless of device type  
R A /B /C  and C 1/C 2 should  all be h igh  s ta b ility  com ponents, metal 
o . id f  resistors I I  to  7 - to lerance m ax ), and p o lys ty re n e  o t good 
grade po lyca rbo na te  capacito is  are suggested
C H A N N E L B A N D W I D T H
The b a n d w id th  IBW) o f a receiver tone  channe: is th e  d iffe re n ce  in 
channel edge frequencies f a  and f b ,  expressed as a percentage o f fb .  
BW IS independen t o f opera ting  frequency and is d e te rm in e d  s im p ly  by 
the ra tio  o f RK1 and R K 7  in f ig  10 These resistors fo rm  a p o te n tia l 
d iv ider ap p ly in g  reference levels to  the specified pms.
The d iffe re n ce  in the tw o  I eve's de term ines BW, the a b so lu te  level, as a 
fra c tio n  o f the  suop ly . con tro ls  a constant 'K ' used in  frequency 
ca lcu la tions W h in  REF H I.  •  60% o f supp ly . K -  0 .7  (as given in  the 
fo rm u lae  fo r fig  9 ), sub ject to  a p ro d u c tio n  to le rance o f  t  I X  no m ina l
R < 3  m ay be used to  ad just fa c to r K and o ffs e t to le rances in 
com ponents R , C l &  C2. thus ca lib ra ting  one tone channe l Frequency 
accuracy o f the  rem ain ing tw o  channels is the n  sub jec t basically to  
tolerances o f the rem ain ing channel resistors W ith  tra n s m itte r FX  2 0 ", 
no BW applies and o n ly  one reference level is used (see fig. 11). and 
ad justm ent o f K is e ffec ted  via R V .
M axim um  ad jus tm en t l im its  fo r reference levels are 45%  to  55%  o f 
supply voltage, y ie ld in g  K values o f 0  6 to  0  8 Resistors used fo r  the 
po ten tia l d iv ide r shou ld  be high s ta b ility  types and the  value o f R V  just 
su ff ic ie n t to  p rov ide  the icq u ire d  ad jus tm en t range C onven ien t values 
for 107 /307  w o u ld  be R K 3  * 8.2K11 fixe d  resistor p lus 4 .7 K U  R V .
Unless h igh channel dens ity  is m a nda to ry , a BW ve ue p ro v id in g  good 
margins fo r system tolerances shou 'd  be ad o p t' these inc lude  
tem pera tu re /supp ly  varia tions, R A /B iC  tolerances nd, to  a lesser 
ex te n t, BW com ponen t tolerances Values o f 5% to  8%  are suggested fo r 
general use. these can y ie ld  high code num bers (u p  to  14 channels/ 
octave) w ith  good system  operating tolerances
SPE CIAL  NOTE ON RECEIVERS
The R X  frequency selective c ircu its  em p loy  a zero crossing pe riod  
sam pling techn ique w h ich  yie lds very sharp channel d e f in it io n ,  coup led  
w ith  e xce p tiona lly  h igh re jec tion  o t o u tban d  no ise The p e rio d  
sam pling p r in c ip le  means, however, th a t a lth o u g h  i t  is a lm ost 
im possib le fo r adjacent channel smnals, ha rm on ics and noise to  cause a 
false o u tp u t response, the m ix in g  o f tw o  or m o re  frequencies can 
in h ib it  co rrect decoding For th is  reason s im u ltaneous  transm iss ion  o f 
d iffe re n t code groups over a com m on line  shou ld  be avo ided
A 1 .24.
f  U P  P L Y  P O L A F v l T t L S
Relefencet to ground’. ’O’ and T  m th.s data st • are U *c d  on use ot 
a grounded positive supply, t e HT (V D D I is negaliv,
iO i s s p H
positive than the +Ve supply pm, or damage may result.
G E N E R A L  I N F O R M A T I O N  FX-107
GEI.'LRAL liJFOP:/,A'i !V
The F X -1 0 7  functions at either a receiver tR X ) or a transmitter <1 X) 
s im u ltaneous operation in both modes it not possible. The rules are
• I  If  The R X  section has received the first .one m the Group Code, 
no  I X  act,on can take place until the decoding sequence is 
com p le ted .
b) If the  T X  section is ,n the process of transmitting a Group Code, 
the R X  section is inhibited.
Otherwise, both functions are available on a ’first come, fust suite 
basis.
T X /R X  code frequencies are determined by the values of resistors 
de term ines the first frequency m the Group Co^e
I * *
B B B S a S S F
m m m
pecom e apparent at frequencies above 3 K H Z  
in s tru c tio n .
W M s S M
output from  O FF to O f.
m m m
address ar J system  rep ly  cot a .  w
 ■ .
w m m s m
coupil'd to the T X  output pin
5 = ™ = E = = 5
Enable and Enable Control pms. also as shown ,n fig
transmitted Group Code 
changed.
s s s s E a e
inputs giving logic ’ V  when a pm is open circuit.
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The FX  307 is o m u lti-code  Receiver p rogram m ed 10 decode any one 
T o m  e ig h t d iffe re n t inpu t G roup  Codes, all based on sequentia l
p ins 8 , 7 &  b.
R ece ip t o t a p iog ram m ed  code appears at the X, V . •' log ic o u tp u ts  as a 
3-1,ne b in a ry  num ber, the decoding tru th  table is shown m fig  3 Note 
,hat the  encod ing /decod ing  tru th  tab les fo r 207 and 307 are iden tica l.
F o llo w in g  rece ip t o f a code the ap prop ria te  data i m a in ta ined  at the  X 
V 2  o u t p u t s  u n t i l  a d iffe ren t cooe is receive t i l  reset by u eset
log ic in p u t. N o change takes place at X , V . «. ■>' displayed c o i i
repeated For eve-, p ro g ra m n .d  G ro u p  Code received inc lud ing  
re p e titive  codes and in ,  oect.ve o t the status o f the C o n tro l in p u ts , a 
pulse ippears at the Code Received O u tp u t Th is  pulse is a 0r?:r, i"
received, even wh«re these do no t cause pda t.ng  o f the  X, Y. C 
o u tp u ts .
a * * # :
M ode in p u ts  ( I  & 2 ' and ground
The signal in p u t c ircu its  o f the F X  307 are iden tica l to  ' h o s e  used ,n
o: TZTiio;'Rx sec„un,
ca lcutated to  m C ude , h « .  in te rva l,. ^ . s  O " 'v  a P P ' . ^ h . r .  G ro u p  
Codes are tra n sm itte d  fro m  sources o th e r than the  FX 207 or F X 1 0 / 
T X  section.
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SELECTIVE SUB-STATION CALLING.  W I T H  CALL A C K N O W L E D G E
, 4 i sitter
sue com
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sw itch  fu n c tio n .
th a t the  local fu n c tio n  f ,s sw itched sa tis fa c to rily
M aster and sub may be reset to  O FF loca .lv  or the master can
re tra nsm it the address, sw itch ing  o i l  the  sub local c irc u it  and (by 
transpond action ) the master acknow ledge lam p.
Separate lines are used fo r call and re p ly , due to  the short t .a n ,p o n d  
delay o f a 107 (t.anspond Qp -  G p l W ith  a single lin e  other 
s u b s ta t io n , may respond to  an alias code fo rm ed by an address 
I o il riw i-d by  a transponded rep ly If a Ira n ,p o n d  is loca lly  de layed (Qp 
, t 5  G p l, or the seme firs t tone  used fo r all sta tions, one co m m o n  line 
may he used fo r address and re p ly  codes
N O T l Signals are applied betw een the transm ission lines and a 
com m on ground line
/A1.26
‘1 • 4.
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:,g 15 ih ow i how a FX  20< 307 can be used to transmit 
everal coded instructions tio om t. using one com m on line.
rhe required command cod! at the X, Y , Z inputs ol the 
207, either directly or via mary encoder illustrated, and 
transmitted by grounding the input
It the Enable Contrr s at 0 3 ro u p  Code is sent tor each TX 
Enable command W ith TX O' and Enable Control at l 
continuous code transmissiore, representing the current data 
at the X , Y , Z inputs
G ro up  Codes received by the remote F X  307 appear as decoded logic 
levels It the X, Y. 7 outputs and operate appropriate local functions 
thiough the hm ary/octal decoder. The Code Received O utput pulse 
may be used for strobing purposes, latching and other functions may h - 
, elected using the Control Mode inputs The 207 * n<£de , " n ^  ® 
simple diode m atrix, a suitable 307 output decoder is a SN '4 1 4 5  nth  
M O S /T TL  interface buffers in the X. Y . Z lines.
— * • X’ - —
Sophisticated signalling functions are eas.ly im plem ented using 0 /  
series devices F.g 16 out' nes a system where remote sub stations art 
selectively addressed, receipt of an address verified and the sub-stavon 
status displayed.
Substation 107's act as address decoders and transmit sn acknowledge_ 
ment v-hen called The 107 simultaneously instructs the '  ^s ta tio n  207  
to transmit the current status (alarm conditions, data etc), 'h e  .0 7  T X  
Delay period allowing sufficient time for the acknowledge rode to be 
cleared before data is sent.
ABC channels are user, for address codes and DEF chenne's for data 
;h,s al -iws up to 8  substations to be called and the st.-tus of each 
verified (any 1 of 8 values). The number of outstat.ons and status data 
codes can be expanded as required A utom atic  station scanning can also 
be Obtained by arranging for the Address Acknowledge display to 
encode the 207 Address transmi’ ter (next address fo rw ard ), the 20  
mav then transmit repetitively (cyclic m odel or in response to  a cloc 
from  the 307 Code Received strobe output
INTERFJOTES
7 shows the equivalent c n uncom m itted f. 0 5  output
h e m p lo y e d  on all the ' l | n te r<3Cing to T T L  nsav be
ved by a suitable choice of vide to the corre. t TTL input 
. for the supplies used Loin may be obtained by usmg a 
r transistor (NPN1 betweerqutpul and the T T L  input
i.e W ith RL only, 0 -  T T L  l o g i f '1 '
W ith transistor buffer, o T T L  logic 'O'
control input (TX Enab Control, Rx Reset. Control 
■ 1 & 2. X .Y .Z  data mpuiQOK internal pull up resistor 
rt.wfc mnut *1* when pin
gumjT 'Wire M I E CM vA tjE N 1 C'WCUIT )
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Fig u  shows how a FX-20< J07 can be used * °  ’ ransmii 
several coded instructions tip o in t, using o r  >n line
The rerjuired command cod I at the X, Y ,
2 0 7 , either directly or via unary encoder illv • a te*, and 
transm itted by grounding the input.
If the Enable Control is at Ouroup Code is sent for each TX  
Enable command W ith TX  0  and Enable Control at 1 
continuous code transmissiore, representing the current data 
at the X , Y , Z inputs.
Group Codes received by the remote F X  307 appear s . decoded logic 
levels at the X. Y , Z outputs and operate appropriate local functions
through the bi .aryfoetal decoder. The Code Received O utput pulse
may be used for strobing purposes: latching and other functions may be
selected using the Control Mode inputs The 207 «nc0<*er <;®n * *  *
Simple diode m atrix, a suitable 307 output decoder .$ a SN 7 4 1 4 .  w ith  
M O S /T T L  interface buffers n  the X . Y , Z lines.
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Sophisticated sgnalling functmns are easily im plem ented using 
..eries devices. Fig. 1 6  outlines a system where rem ote s u b  stations are 
selectively addressed, receipt of an address verified and the sub-station 
status displayed.
Sub-station 107 s act as address decoders and transmit an acknowledge 
m em  when called The 107 simultaneously instructs the substation 207  
to transmit the current status (alarm conditions, data etc), the 207 TX  
Delay period allowing sufficient tim e for the acknowledge code to be 
cleared before data is sent.
ABC Channels are used for address codes and DEF channels lor data^ 
this allows up to t  substations to be called and the status of each 
verified I any 1 o l  8 values). The number of o u t s ta t io n s  and status d a ta  
codes can be expanded as -equired Autom atic station scanning can also 
h e  obtained by arranging lor the Address A c k n o w le d g e  display to 
encode the 207 Address transmitter (next address f o r w a r d ! ,  the 207 
may then transmit repetitively (cyclic mode) Or in response to  a clock 
from  the 307 Code Received strobe output
INTERF JOTES
Fig. 17 shows the equivalent Cm uncom m itted MOS output
sw.tch employed on all the 'ilm erfacm q to  T T L  may tie
achieved by a suitable choice o tVide to the correct TTL input 
levels for the supplies used Lofn may be obtain, d by using a 
butter transistor (N P N I betweerogtput and the T T L  input
I.e. With RL only, o .  f T L  lo g it 11'
W ith transistor buffer, o .  T T L  logic 'O'.
Each control input (TX  Enab Control, Rx Reset, Control 
Mode 1 & 2, X .Y  .Z data m pu\00K internal pull up resistor 
which gives input ■ "V when pm
-r— -vl ivOOt
Rt I •••'"of leed
/
i N •• E VZ *
Code R * d
1-
vDO
law»TiMt*N* the cnis nnferfio t* Lvf«e"« 01 0 « r oufpul P"" 
O '# lew %• oeoe.deo Ih ro u fp ' •■ ••* '■ »  'o o d
I
jA 1 .27.
Max. voltage oetvveen any pm and 
^  positive supply pm.
O perating Temperature Range
Storage Temperature Range
a p p l ica bl e t o a l l  de v i c e s u n l e s s  s t a t e d
-20v  & +0.3v
-3 0 °C  to +85" C 
-5 5 °C  to + l2 5 °C
M a x . D ev.ue D is s ip a tio n  
(at 25° C T'am b)
-5 m A  each 
400m W
CKARACTErxtSriCS
,s„p0,v .o„.g= - 26-C. _
Min I Typ. 
-H -12Parameter 
SUPPLY V O L T A G E
SUPPLY C U R R E N T
I
O P E R A TIN G  FR E Q U E N C IE S  
C H A N N E L B A N D W ID T H
f r e q u e n c y  s t a b i l i t y
S IG N A L A M P L IT U D E  RANGE  
O UTPUT O N ' RESISTANCE
Conditions & Notes 
Operating limits
Total, excluding output load current
Recommended operating limits,
T x  T o n e /R x  Channel frequencies
F X 1 0 7 /3 0 7  
F X - 207
F X - 10 7 /30 7
FX 107/307
LOGIC H IG H  
l o g ic  LOW
■
( In te rn a l 30 0 1 (0  pull up resistors give 
logic 'V  when pin 0 /C )_    _
0 1
6
3
0 04 
0.01
Max
I
10
Units
V
m A
kH Z
%
%/%
%/eC
NOTE:
V a lu es  to r  R A /B /C  & C1/ + 
vs F re q u e n c y
R C l
C2
270Kn 3300pt. 3300pf
22 0K U
120Kn
100K U ----------- -—
HZ
801
983
1803
2164 „d
Bandwidth v  Rk2. 
Typical Values
Bandwidth F k 2
4 6% 33012
5 0% 36012
6 0"i 43011
' 9 5% 6 8 0 t 2 _
Where Rk 1 10KS2
Timing Period Components 
M inim um  periods, based on 
use Ot 801 M l.
Rt Ct Tp
270K12 0.1 M F D 17mS
Rs Cs Gp
660K17 0 1M FD 35m S
Ai.28.
r  r ' -
r  n? C 072  CX)73 »'e available <o 
# # # # # # !
m m  
#
CIRCUIT NOTES
*
C O M P O N E N T  NOTFS.
D1 and 0 2  : (O p tim a ,I1 N 914  |
or iirrnlar. i
pi cate V tvP< WRM
or equivalent
*
lu -tner adiuitm ent n neceitstv
■ 1
no ie
RV
Cm
TO  5 ulicon NPN. 
rating to iu it load.
0.1 MFD tv Pic*1
-
az
FiO 20
i = " » ™ SUWTEDENGLANDESSEX CMS 3TDW IT H A M
Tele*: 99382  
Cables: Reaction W itham  
Telephone. W itham 3 8 3 3 /4 /6
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DE S I G N  A N A I V S I S  OF C A R R I E R _ O S U L L A I O R ^ A C U l I
E E r ; : :
given by
£o * " W
= = e :
coefficient components.
derivation of all appropriate equations follows.
Por two capacitors (C, and C,, in parallel the capacitance
C - cl. + C2   111
The general partial differential equation is 
*  " »
from (1)
( T q i c
1 and |
2 C-
2 . .
*
i
A2.
is defined as
Of
_1_
C
AC
A t"
(3)
tives and equation (3) in (2) we get 
(C, + C 7) <x = C, ( ^ c i) + '2 (o< c2;1 T ''2' c 1 Ci
o r ( c i
)
cK
( " ^ = 2 ) =1
(^1 + c, )
cx c2
i.e. cx I h L  =<
(C ) cl
+ (C - Cl) Of
( c ) c2
. . . .  ( 4)
For the 2206 carrier oscillator, the frequency of 
oscillation is given by
 L. .......  (5)
f = RC
Again one can write the partial differential equation 
df
dT
(6 )
The partial differentials of (5) are
( 3 f ) 
( T r -)
- i
CR‘
f
R
( i f ) -__1
RC"
- f
C
Substituting in (6) we get
i.e,
C
' d f
dT *.
- U  dR 
(fT dT
- (X R + ^ c  }
C
dC ) 
dT )
( 7)
m
A2,
For a circuit with a temperature coefficient (TO of 
frequency  ^ .we have a TC of capacitance ^
the TC of capacitance is changed to c< c we 
of frequencyX \l (with=><R remaining constant).
U s i n g  (7)
or * * " “  R ' ^ c 1
> 11 11
and R ~
f
and combining these we get
1
*  f * a < ( + ^  c - c
Since we require the circuit to have TC of frequency 
equal to zero, (8) becomes
«  u  * «  J +  (9>
The use of these equations is described in chapter 4
 oOo--
11 + 11 " c< 1----- (8)
*
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LlonoSRhic Function Generator
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the oscuiaiu . -  - Q.
at the F S K  in p u t  te r m in a l (p m  V ).
FEATURES
Low  S in e  w ave D is to r t ,o n  (THD .5 * )  -  
in s e n s it iv e  to  s ig n a l sw eep^
Excellent S ta b i l i t y  (20 ppm/ C ,t> p i
W ide Sweep Range (2 0 0 0  l . t v p )
Low Supply Sensitivity (0 01%,V.typ,
Linear A m p litu d e  M odulation  
Adjustab le D uty-C ycle  (1%  to 99% ) 
T I L  C om patib le  FSK Controls  
W ide Supply Range (1 0 V  to 2bV '
APPLICATIONS
W a v e fo r m  G e n e ra t io n
Sme, Square, T r ia n g le .  R a m p
S w e e p  G e n e ra t io n  
A M /F M  G e n e ra t io n  
FSK a n d  PSK G e n e ra t io n  
V o lta g e -to -F re q u e n c y  C onversion  
T on e  G e n e ra t io n
ABSOLUTE M A X I M U M  RATINGS 
Power Supply
Power Dissipation (package lim ita tion) 
Ceramic package  ^ o _^
Derate above +25 C 
Plastic package
Derate above +25 C 
Storage Temperature Range
AVAILABLE TYPES 
Pari Number Package Types
26V
75 0  mW  
6 0  mV«/°C  
625 mW  
5 m W /°C  
-6 5 °C  to + 1 50°C
O perating  T em per itu re  Range
XR-2206M 
XR-2206N 
XR-2206P 
X R  2206CN 
XR-2206CP
Ceramic
Ceramic
Plastic
Ceramic
Plastic
- 5 5 ° C  to +! 25 C 
0*C  to -+75 C 
0 ° C to  +75 C 
0 ° C to  +75°C  
0° c to +75 c
Phase-Locked Loops
FniiiVAl ENT SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
f u n c t i o n a l  b l o c k  d i a g r a m
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C O N D IT IO N S
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I w eep  L in e a r i t y  
1 0  1 S w e e p  
1 0 0 0  1 S w e e p  
M  n i s t o r t i o n  --- ---------------- -------- — —
C o m p o n e n ts
T im in g  C a p a c ito r  , t
Timing Resistors: R j &_R2-------
rnangle/Sinewave O u tp u t
T n a n g le  A m p l i tu d e  
S in e  w a ve  A m p l i tu d e  
M a x . O u t p u t  S w in g  
O u t p u t  Im p e d a n c e  
T r ia n g le  L in e a r ity
i in e w a v r  D is to r t io n  
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As seen in chapter 4, a number o£ aspects have a Ur-je 
bearing on the reliability of the system. Many other 
factors play a role, and whilst the solutions may of en 
seem obvious, practice has proved that they are all
often neglected.
This appendix therefore covers the "rules of thumb" 
which have developed at the Lham-ar of Mines 
Organisation.
A ■EMM
= = = = = =
tion between tracks where a voltage potential ex:. ,,
whilst the increased conductivity coulu lead to chang..
in the value of components such as high v a l u e  resistor .
Many readily available components are not designee, ,
resist ingress of moisture and their performance may .
Poorer in this high humidity, or at the extreme Urn:
they mav cease to function at all. These fact s lead
to careful attention to printed circuit board layout.
means the use of "industrial" grade or "mil-spec grade 
components) .
Attention must also be paid to .'teult details and par­
ticularly to high resistance values. As a genera 
of thumb" the use of resistors of a value greater than 
470 kills avoided wherever possible. To improve moistur 
resistance,all printed circuit boards and components 
are coated with a conformal coating (Dow Corning) ... 
mentioned earlier equipment enclosures should be s=„ 
(preferably waterproof) , but since this is near^  ^  
sible (due to the high pressure underground and the 
that enclosures are ealed on surface) all :he above- 
mentioned measures are necessary.
The corrosion resistance of all components is also im­
proved by this coating. Gold plated contact materia 
have been found to be essential whilst in practice 
"plated-on" edge connectors have been found to be total 
unsatisfactory. Even where the printed circuit boar 
half of the Connector is gold platvd i is foun 
corrosion takel" place underne. cn the gold. A conforms 
coating cannot be applied to the connector and therelcr, 
the only solu,ion is to use “indirect" connectors such 
as eurocard type connectors conforming to DT.N41bll anc 
DIN41617. These have been found to provide a high
degree of reliability, and nave been very successfully 
applied.
The need to withstand vibration is also important in 
some instances and in this regard all large components 
are strapped down. A good example of this type of com­
ponent is a large board mounting electrolytic capacitor. 
The leads of these capac tors cannot be relied upon to 
support the capacitor and it has been found that the 
negative lead often breaks off. In general components 
which mount firmlv on the printed circuit board are 
used wherever possible in preference to. those that are 
free-standing and ar^ supported by their leads.
As mentioned earlier the reliable and predictable opera- 
tion of a system depends oh its rejection of the noise 
sources present in the mines, particularly those present 
on the electrical supply. These noise sources, or any 
other possible noise sources should not cause an erro­
neous response. To further enhance fail safety, conti­
nuous transmission and reception of a signal should be 
a prerequisite for operation of any function remotely.
As mentioned already, to provide the necessary resistance 
to ingress of moisture, "hoseproof" enclosures were used. 
Wherever switches or connectors were mounted through the 
enclosure, Dow Corning Silastic Sealant was used to seal
off the hole.
These are just some of the aspects which affect the reli­
ability and fail safety of the system. It has been fount; 
that together with the aspects discussed in chapter 4, 
these are the most important factors to take into consi-
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COMPA RI SON OF MODULATION TECHNIQUES
It has been shown that the various amplitude modulation 
have the following signal-to-noise ratios.
5^  for SSB - SC
No
(SSB suppressed carrier)
S S. for DSB - SC
IT" = 7[fi
So _ m" (t) for DSB
—  -  i + 7 T Z
Similarly for frequency modulation
^  = 4 - 1  \ 4 r  £or ™No
To make a comparison we must first simplify the equa -ion 
for DSB. For modulation with a sinusoid 
m(t) = m cos 2 TT f^t
— 2  2thus giving m"(t) = m /j
S_ m2 si f.r DSBo _  5L
JoN- 2 + m2 fm
Comparing FM with SSB we can determine where FM becomes 
superior. This is given for ^ greater than the value
obtained below 2
0,82
Similarly, comparing FM with DSB (assuming m = 1, i.e. 
100% modulation)
m2
2 + m2
2 + 1
. / f
0,47
Thus we see that as the modulation index 1/> is increased 
(i.e. the bandwidth is increased) the signal to noise
ratio improves.
Another factor to be considered is the threshold.
DSB-SC and SSB do not exhibit a threshold whereas FM ano 
DSB do. Since DSB-SC and SSB are better than DSB, only 
SSB (DSB-SC is the same) will be compared with FM.
The equation given earlier for FM signal-to-noise ratio 
applies above the threshold. The general equation is
,  f i M V s / A O   T
This equation is plotted for various and compared to 
the equation for SSB (see figure A4.1.)
4" 3
0
f /
V
%
• i
/
'
L *  F<* (E -'3^  
I  Z F r t  ( f l )  
i *. F h  (£*') 
I «- SS5
-f— 
I o 20 ^0 :x.
output SNR of FM compared with SSB 
Figure A 4.1.
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rjRTin J_ H I AGRAHS FOR M O N O R A I L _C O N T R O L _ S Y S T E M
Figures A5.1. to A5.5. show the circuit diagrams of the 
monorail control system. The actual interconnections 
between receiver modules have not been shown as they are 
not relevant here.
*
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS FOR MONQQAII CONTROL SYSTEM
Figures A5.1. to A5.5. ihow the ci-cuit diagrams of the 
monorail control system. The actual interconnections 
between receiver modules have not been shown as they ar 
not relevant here.
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C I RCUIT D I A G R A M S  FOR IMPACT RIPPER C O N T R O L  SYSTEM
Figures A6.1. to A6.14 show the circuit diagrams for 
the impact ripper control system. The actual inter­
connections between receiver modules have not been 
shown as they are not relevant here.
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Polycarbonate Film and Foil 
Capacitors
cast resin sealed
Description
Polycarbonate film and extended foil electrode 
capacitors encapsulated unaer vacuum. Good 
attenuation, high resonant frequency and low loss 
angle Suitable for high frequency low resistance 
circuits Long stability with excellent moisture 
resistance. Close tolerances available Rated voltages 
up to 1000 Vd c /300 Va c.
For special requirements 
in any application
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Technical Data
Dielectric: Polycarbonate film 
Capacitor electrodes Aluminium foil 
Encapsulation Epoxy res.n sealed under 
vacuum (yellow colour).
Class of application FMD in accordance with 
DIN 40 040.
Temperature range -5 5 °  C to +100° C 
Test specifications In accordance with 
DIN 41 380. sheet 2 
Test category 55/100/56 in accordance with 
DIN 4G04S 
Insulation resistance at +20° C
Capacitance 5 0 0 2  pF 5 X 1C megohms 
Capacitance > 0  02 pF 10.000 sec
(megohms X pF) 
Mean values 
Minimum values in accordance with 
DIN 41 380. sheet 2 
Power factor tan 5 = 1 to 2 X 10 3 at 1 kHz 
and +20° C 
Capacitance tolerance ±20% standard.
special tolerances available 
Temperature coefficient See graph 
Test voltage 2 5 Vr, 2 sec.
Voltage derating A voltage derating factor 
of 1% per degree C mu:t be apt ed 
from +85° C tor DC voltages and from 
+ 75 C for AC voltages
160 VDC 400 VDC 630 VDC 1000 VDC
100 V/microsecond 250 V/microsecond
Capacitance long-term stability < ± 1 %  for the 
temperature range -  25° C to +85° C
Sa'e contacts, low damping
The capacitors are impermeable to Moulds and
can be washed in commercial grade cleaning
agents
German Federal Patent No 1 764 852.
Radial lead capacitors of larger body size 
can be arranged to advantage in a horizontal 
position along the surface of p c boards 
and be secured safely by dip-coating 
them with lacquer
%
Power facto r change w ith frequency
f
fi 0 *20 o 60 10
C apacitance change w ith  tem pera ture  (f *  t kHz)
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3eneral Data 1000 VDC/300 VAC*
H I L I PCM
630 VDC/300 VAC*
W  I H L PCM
400 VDC/250 VAC
PCMCapacitance
100pF
lOOOpF
1500 .
2200 .
3300 . 12 5 10
4700 .
6800 . 6 14125 ! 10
0.01 yF
0 0 1 5  .
27 5 22 50 022 .
27.5 22 5
0 047 .
9 5  1 125  10
9 5  125 10
125 10
12 5  10
,,ehU -...rv.O to .rn.mo d.WfO data w.lhout pno- "OtmC-ort
Dims, in mm
d =■ 0 7 3  if PCM i  10 
d = 0 8 3  if PCM 2  15 Li.
Permissible AC voltages in relation to frequency
630 Vdc
160 Vdc
. T »
4( 0 Vdc v .
•Vp Vpp | 2 x  Vrms (for sinusoidal AC voltages!
I
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l o o p _ a n t f n n a  DETAILS
rhe amplitude modulation component is rejected by the 
limiter in the FM demodulator tin the receiver).
r ::r ..
m p e d m c e  was matched to that of the transmitter output 
tr receiver input.
r.,
shown in figure A8.1 was used.
Loop Antenna and Matching 
Figure A8.1.
In the figure A 8 .1
m
resonant capacitor 
matching capacitor 
'loop antenna (an inductance)
The following formulae apply
A8.2
!
and
'R 2'frf (1 - _Z_ ) 
ZD
where £ 
ZD
Z =
desired ■iequency of resonance
dynamic impedance measured across an LC 
circuit consisting of the loop and a capacitor 
which will allow it to resonate at the desired 
frequency.
impedance to which the loop must be matched.
X = inductive reactance of the loop at the desired 
L frequency.
The procedure used to match the antenna was the following.
1) The inductive reactance (XL) of the loop was measured
(at the desired frequency) using a vector impedance 
meter.
2) A capacitor having the same capacitive reactance (X^ ) 
was selected.
3) This capacitor was connected in parallel with the loop 
and dynamic impedance (Z[)) at resonance was measured 
with th vector impedance meter.
4) The formulae, given above, were then used to determine 
the values of the two capacitors required.
This matching circuit was alio used with the small loop 
antenna built into the Lid of the impact ripper control 
system transmitter.
In the case of the ferrite rod loop antenna used on the 
impact ripper control system, this matching circuit was 
found unsatisfactory. This was due to the fact that with 
this method of matching, a series resonant frequency occurs 
at a lower frequency than the par a 1 lex resonant frequency.
t
In the case of the ferrite rods used, the two resonant 
frequencies are very close together and tend to react 
with each other producing a very non-symmetrical fre­
quency response. As a result, matching was very diffi 
cult, and the impedance was not stable.
The matching method shown in figure A 8.2. performed 
very satisfactorily. /- n tum
C was chosen to resonate with the 17 turn winding at the 
desired frequency. By adjustment of the position of the 
1 turn matching winding, the output impedance Z could 
be easily adjusted to match the receiver input (50 Jl).
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